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INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter I the author presents the following hypoth• 
esis: that banks are not aware of the public's i.;norance 1n 
eoonomica; that they do not feel a responsibility to ed-:.1cate 
the public in basic economics; that they see no advantage to 
l 
themselves in havi.ng the public econnnically son':listtcated; 
that their public relations activities on behalf of economic 
education are few and uncoordinated with other grou:os; that 
they are not sure what economic subjects should be taught the 
public, nor tbe best medium of presentation; that if engaged 
in economic education, they would not remain impartial, but 
would stress a conservattve brand of economics while criticiz-
ing liberal theories. This is followed by a brief description 
of how the study is to be conducted. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ECONOliJICS 
- -
The importance of economics is discussed in Chapter II. 
Economic decisions made daily by Aa;.ericans are higLll[;hted. 
Automation, labor unions, and aocial legislation enacted by 
Congress are n.entioned as developments which have made the 
American economic system more complex and difficult to under-
stand. The increasingly liberal credit policies of the past 
few years are cited aa a reason for the public's need to 
understand more about economics it they are to handle their 
finances in an intelligent way. 
,, 
THE ~ ~ ECONOMiC EDUCATION 
Chapter III examines a number of surveys showing the 
' public's level of knowled~e in economic matters. so~e of the 
statistics are in regard to economics in the schools; others 
relate to the public. Bankruptcy figures are given to show 
the man~r rnistakes made by people in tho:i.r 1'inances • 
.!!]'!! .!§ BEING Jl21!!! 
Chapter IV describes what ia currently being done in 
2 
the field of economic education. Programs from a fe11 isolated 
school syatoms are described to show what can be done by 
dedicated people in the field of economic education. The 
highly successful nation-wide progrlllll of the Joint Council on 
Economic Education is stressed. Programs being conducted by 
labor, business organizations, special interest groups, bank-
ing associations and individual banks are sumnarized. Criti-
cisms are made of many of the groups from business and labor 
because of their tendency to present economic tceory that is 
biased. 
:m!1 INTERVIEWS 
Six interviews with people from the major job classi-
fications are presented in Chapter v. Generalizations are 
made concerning their views about whose responsibility it is 
to present programs of economic education, what economic 
~ subjects they would lib to be kept in.formed about. and the 
:r 
most acceptable media for halTing econo.mic subjects presented 
to them. This ill .followed by interviews with Vtce-Presldenta 
of public relations from six of Boston's largest ban.l;:s, t'hey 
were asked their opinions on whose responsibility it is to 
provide economic education, what subjects are moat important 
to keep tbe nublie inf'JI"''led about, a.nd t};e best "!Ae.ng c-f pl:'e-
senting th.e subject to them. Generalizations are then made 
from the intervie•s• 
RESULTS ££ FINDINGS 
Ohapte1• VI contains the results of .findings from the 
literature, interviews with the public, and interviews with 
the bank Vice-Presidents. Conclusions are drawn concerning 
the original hypothesis, and some ideas for further study are 
indicated by unsupported findings which would need research. 
RECOYJI:ENDA l'IONS 
Recommendations for a nation-wide program of economic 
education under a national committee are ,nade in the closing 
chapter. A plan for dete~ining the best medium of communi• 
eating economic subjects is described, and an example of one 
mediu:adMt3ng used in the national progr8.ll! is presented. 
Similarly, other economic programs can be formulated using 
different media. 
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CEAPTER I 
I~TRODUOTION 
When a child receives l:is first few pennies, he n:ight 
decide to buy a few jelly beana, or he might wait until he haa 
enough re:1nies to hv· a wbrle cendy bar or nn ice cream cone. 
From the ~~ent he make~ his choice, he becomes a member of 
the economic world, destined to make countless economic deci• 
sions d'trine: the rnst of his life. These dec!.siNls become 
more complex as be n:a. tures; tor he liUly have to decide whether 
to rent or buy a home, sa"llble on a higher pay·J.ng job or remain 
secure in his prssant posi ti'1n, bring out a new product on the 
!IUlrket in face or adverse economi e conditions or wai·t for a 
change in the economic climate. Economics ia an important 
part of his life. He cannot hide from it. 
Yet, when people seemed to indicate an interest in the 
recent "gold crisis," many were 1mabla to understand the eausea 
and consequences of the problem explained to them through the 
masg media. At tb is ti~e, a eolle ge pro1'essor discussed with 
aome graduate students the problem of giving a clear explana• 
tion of the "gold ertsis" to the public. He told ther.:J that 
the problem was extensive and that it was difficult to present 
avon basic economics to undergraduate s tudent:o~ so that their 
interest would be excited in the subject and so that they would 
f"'' graap the tel'!llinology and theory eaeily. The author then began 
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to wonder how much the general public knew about economics; 
whether they had received training in school. and if banks and 
other financial ins tj tutions were d:1ing anvth Lne; to 1m:~ rove 
their ecor,C)mic sophistication. After some preliminary rasearch, 
the following hypothesis was prepared: 
That banks are unaware of the t>xtent of economic lgno-
ranee in the oo1mtry; that they do not feel a respansioility 
to educate the oublic in basic economics; that they see no 
advantage to themselves in having the public economically 
sophisticated; that their public relations e.ctiv:tties on 
behalf of economic education are few and uncoordinat<od with 
other groupsJ that they are not sure what economic subjects 
should be taught to the public, nor the best medium of pre-
sentation; that if engaged in economic education they would 
not remain impartial, but would stress a conservative brand of 
economics while oriticizinr. liberal theories. 
Chapter II shows tbe i'll!portanoe of economics in the 
lives of Americans, 'f'ne eo:momic deaisions 'nade each day by 
all Americans are highlighted. Changes in the economy dur1.ng 
recent years, such as automation, labor unions, and government 
billa for social security and unemployment, are mentioned to 
indicate the increasing complexities of the economic system. 
In addition, the rise of oonaumer credit over the past tew 
years and the reaul tant problems are described to show the 
(""' increasing amount of knowledge needed by the Alllarican people in 
order to l:andle ti1eir personal finances. Thl s is expanded to 
show how the extension of liberal credit terms to the public 
affects the retailer and :·,laces a greater dema'16 on his imowl-
edge of sound financial policies. 
The railure of the nation's echools to provide adequate 
economic education is clted in Chapter J'T. se•t·ict1cs and 
conclusions from surveys taken by various orp:ar,:tzatlc,ns are 
used to ind~cate tLe public's level of understanding in the 
field of economics. No att.ompt is made to inc"l :;ce all the 
statistics available :!'rom all the surveys. Rather, the 
chapter is deaigned co create a baclctjrotmd of .t.nfc•rmati:m 
about the pablic 1 s Jnterest and .. nowledge in ocon.1mica so that 
later cr;apters will become more meaningful. 
Chapter IV tells, through a survey of the literature, 
what ia currently being done in the field of economic education. 
Programs from a few isolated school systems are descrlbed tc 
show what can be done by dedicatGd people in the field of 
economic education. Tbe highly successful, nat1.on-w1de work 
of the Joint Council on Economic 1'iducati -,n iH stressed. The 
progra:ns hein[c; conducted by labor, business organizations, 
special interest groups, banking associations and indlvc!.dual 
banks in tlle field of public econ,mio education are su:mroarized. 
Criticisms al'S Diade 01.' many or the groups t.'rom business and 
labor because of' their tendency to present economic theory 
f""'' that is biased. No material 1a included to ahow what companies 
and other organisations are doing tor their own employees 
since this thesis is concerned only with economic education 
tor the general public. 
Six interviews with people trom the major job classi• 
4 .. 
tioationa, auoh aa one professional, one semi-protessional, 
are presented in Chapter V. The interviews are not a true 
sample, but some generalisations are made concerning the 
people's views about whose responsibility it is to present 
programs ot economic education, what economic subjects they 
would like to be kept intormed about, and the moat acceptable 
media tor having economic aubjecta presented to them. Then, 
interviews with Vice-Presidents in charge of public relations 
tram six of Boaton 1 a largest banks are presented. Their views 
on the publie'a level ot sophistication on economic subjects, 
their opinions on whose responsibility it is to provide 
economic education, their statements about what their bank 
is doing in the tield of economic education, what subjecta 
they feel are most important to inform the public about, and 
the beat means ot presenting the eubject to them are given. 
Generalisations are then made tram the synthesis ot these 
interviews. 
Chapter VI contains the results of tindings trom the 
literature, interviews with the public, and interviews with 
the bank Vice-Presidents. Conclusions are drawn concerning 
the original hypotheala, and some ideas tor turther study 
=·;c;;:;-;-:~;,;.=::::--:.-:c_-:;;;;;:;.;::·=-;:;~;.-.=,o-_~_-:__::.~.:.:.....:..:..-_=.;..- ~.;,.;;;-.. .::~:_:... ___ .. ·- -_---:;-: --
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are indicated by unsupported findings which would need r•· 
search. 
Reeommendationa tor a nation•wide program ot economic 
education under a national o~1ttee are made in the closing 
chapter. An explanation ot the role that subcommittees on a 
state level oould play is ineluded as well as that of the 
individual banks. A plan for determining the best medium ot 
communicating economic sUbjects is described, and an example 
of one medium being uaed in the national program is presented. 
Similarly, o~er economic programs can be formulated using 
different media. 
\'. 
CHAPHR II 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMICS IN AMERICA 
Economics 11 an important part ot everyday lite. A 
housewite ahops by looking tor bargains, a businesaman ne-
gotiates a loan; a carpenter visits his "friendly tinanoe 
caapanJ"J a lathe operator loses his Job because his company 
has installed an eu tomatic machine to do hia Job. On a leas 
personal level, the country appears to be in the midst ot a 
recession; a town 1 a tax rate is inoreaaed; the nation's gold 
supply is said to be dwindling) bank money becomes "tightJ" 
the federal govermunt moves to make loana available to amall 
businessea. These and hundreds ot other daily occurrences 
come uncler the t erm • economics. • 
Personal, local, state, national, and international 
economic decisions attect everyone'• lite daily. There is no 
wa7 to avoid it. As a matter of tact, Americans have a habit ot 
b,ragging about the aystea ot lite that makes these complexi-
ties possible. Large companies spend much money in advertise-
ments praising the •tree enterprise system,• "private 
enterprise system,• "oapitaliem,• "rugged 1ndiv1dualiam," 
and "the .American way of lite." The schools teach the b enerits 
• or "clemooraoJ" an4 how the country became great as a result or 
;'using thia srstem or government. 31i1natora and national 
f", \,leaders speak trequentlJ of the dangera or COIII11UDiBlll an4 
-c.'-'-'-,_,- .:::- - ··-' 
l1 
aocialiam. They emphasize the neoeaaity ot fighting theae 
avila by spreading the "American way ct lite." In addition, 
the need to beooma better educated in the tight tor national 
survival ia continually atreased by theae aame leaders. 
It beoaaea apparent that there ia very little being 
done that doea not somehow involve economics. Proa the 
President ct the country to the local councilman; trom the 
corporation president to tbe youngest tile girl; trom the 
bishop to the pariah clergyaan; troa parents to children; 
economics ia ot vital importance. Since the United States 
ia the moat proaperoua country in the world, it might be 
natural to aaaume that Americana are sophisticated in the 
economic system in which the7 live. This aaawaption taila 
to take into c ons1derat1on the coaplexitiea that have become 
a part ot the American economic system during the laat few 
decades; tor instance, uniona, automation, foreign aid, 
unemple,ment and social security benefits, huge detenae 
expenditures, and other government moves into the econoay. 
7 
Economies haa become iaportant to individuals in the 
United Statea, and to the eountry aa a whole, in ita struggle 
to maintain leadership ot the world; 7et, it has become a 
controversial and esoteric aubject about which tew are 1a 
agreement and in which tew seam auttioiently 1nterested 1n 
understanding. 
:! 
!his is tragic. The American people are expected to 
oppose communi .. by defending democracy and the free enter• 
prise system. How can this be done when they do not even 
understand their own system? 
Unions ancl businesses urge Americans to fight 
"creeping inflation." But they are divided in their reasona 
tor the cause of inflation. HOw can the real cause of 
inflation be detenained when most people do not have the 
basic knowledge to understand the economic principles of 
either group? 
A student froaran African nation, speaking over a 
Boston radio station last tall, pointed up the necessity for 
economic sophistication among the American people. He stated 
that when Great Britain was th• greatest nation in the world, 
her citizens had a greater knowledge of international affairs 
and what was going on 1n other countries than Americana have 
today when they are the moat powerful nation in the world. 
His explanation for this situation was that Britain has 
always been dependent on international trade. This, he 
claimed, demands a greater knowledge ot other countries, 
international economic probl ... , and international politics. 
He went on to say that America is coming to the point where 
it is no longer completely in4ependent. It, toe, must tracle 
with foreign countries for a number of political and econoaio 
f""'' reasons. '!'his me ana that there is an added requirament upon 
:: 
.. 9 ..... . 
the American citizenry to know about foreign trade conditiena 
and political situations. 
This point was highlighted recently in the so-called 
"gold-crisis." A su4den "need to know• attitude was adopted 
by students, businessmen, and workers. They bad to find out 
what the effect would be on America, on the American economy, 
and on their personal finances. Few writers were able to 
explain the situation clearly. Few people had enough basic 
knowledge of economics to understand any of the explanations. 
In the 1960 presidential campaign, the voting public 
was bombarded with.suoh terms aa "gross national product,• 
"tight money policy," and "rate of economic growth." The 
importance of understanding these terme and their significance 
is obvious if Americana are to be discerning in the choice 
ot the man for the nation's h1gh8st office. 
The importance ot economics in American society, and 
ot everyone's need to understand the subject cannot be over-
emphasized. 
'· 
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CHAPTER III 
ECONOMIC IGNORANCE AND THE NEED FOR EDUCATION 
It economics plays such a v i tal part in everyone 's 
lite, if economic decisions are made every day, why is there 
such a need for economic education? 
In a report entitled lfny,!!! Many College Students !£!. 
Economic Illiterates, Opinion Research Corporation gives 
illustrations ot the dissatisfaction of educators and business• 
men over the ignorance exhibited by atudenta concerning econealo 
matters. Tho report concludes that high schools do not give 
enough training in eoonomios to students. To the horror et 
businassmen, it shows that the maJority of high aohool 
students--through their courses--feel that the government 
should play an increasing role in economic affairs. In 
addition, the survey says that the high school students' 
opinions are formed without having enough information avail-
able to them concerning economic principles. To add to the 
1n4ictment, it is also stated that high school teachers are 
not much better informed than their students. When thirteen 
fact queetions about economics were given to executives, 
high school teachers, and high aohool seniors, the executives 
soered 88 per cent correct, the teachers 44.2 per cent and 
the students only 27.8 per oent.l 
:; 
When college economics proteaaora were interviewed, 
the7 said they were hampered by the tact that students are 
ignorant of economic principles when they enter college. They 
have many misconceptions concerning economic principles. For 
instance, there is a tendency to believe that the govel'lllllent 
prints money which it distributes to the needy.2 
Probabl7 the most trenchant criticism of economic 
education ia the United States today is found in a pamphlet 
published by the Brookings Institution in Washington, D. C., 
in 1951. According to the report, onJ.y 5 per cent of hlgh 
school graduates received a course in economics while in 
school. Of course social studies and civics courses incor-
porate some economics in the subject matter. It was found 
that about 50 per cent ot all high school students enrolled 
in these courses. An analysis.ot..the most widely used texts 
in these courses showed that none was written by professional 
economists, and the economics material was distinctly inferior 
to the quality presented in special economics textbooks. Oftly 
25 per cent of college students enrolled in economics courses. 
~o make aatters worse, they found that the economics textbooks 
given to high school students were generally poor. They were 
often fUll of misstatements, halt truths, and misleading 
statistics. In addition, the teachers were ill informed 
concerning the subject they were teaching.3 
:: 
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While it was found that little was being done to design 
courses specifically for the teaching ot econOlllic&, nearly 
half Of the high sohoels questioned indicated that 8Upple-
mentary methods of introducing economics were used occasion-
ally--such as field trips to inliuatries, movies, d.ebateat and 
diacua&ion groups led by business or labor representatives. 
It is interesting to note that 86 per cent of the high school& 
said that they would like to have more good assembly prograu 
on economic education. Kore educational movies on economic 
education would be desirable and would be used, according te 
98 per cent ot those questionei.4 (There is no mention made 
of whether or not this is desired to give the teacher tbae tor 
a coffee break or if it reflect• a genuine interest in eoonoai• 
education.) 
The report conclude& by &aying, "It is clear that the 
organized educational in•titutiona have not adequately met the 
educational requirement• in thi• fiel4."5 
In 1947, in a &tudy conducted on behalf ot the A&aocia-
tion ot Re&erve City Bankers, Opinion Re&earoh Corporation 
arrived at conclusions of 1ntere&t not only to bankers, but 
conclusions which indicate the public•• lack of &ophisticatioa 
in economic matters. For instance, 25 per cent of the people 
thought that bank loan rate& were too high; 29 per cent 
thought that it was too difficult tor a person ot small means 
to borrow troa a bank. Very tew knew the tunction ot a trust 
:; 
department, and only 3 per cent considered this service in 
their willa. Only 35 per cent ot those interviewed thought 
that governaent loans to business could be considered competi-
tion to the banks. The report concludes that "The greater a 
person's contact, familiarity, and knowledge of banks the 
greater is his understanding of banks• problemB and the more 
favorable is his attitude."6 ~•is certainly points up the 
need for education in this field, if not through the schoola, 
at least by the banks as a profit-making motive. 
A more up-to~date report eoverir~ s~ilar material was 
published in April 1961. This one was conducted by the 
Institute for Motivational Research for the United States 
stvings and Loan League and tor the Savings and Loan Founda-
tion. This study showed that the least sophisticated indivi-
duals want "at-hand security." They keep money in the mattress 
or buy eovernment bonds. These funds are secure and yet they 
are available. 7 
As sophistication increases, there is less security 
and aYailability but higher rewards {business investments, 
speculative stocks, real estate, etc.).B 
Apparently the worker ia oom1ng to the realization taat 
money can work tor him. 'l"nrough the promotion of mutual tuntis,. 
monthly stock investment plana, and the better educational 
level ot the public as a whole, there is a tendency to 
~ consider savings aa an investment. !his in turn seems to 
mean that the previously esteemed virtue of "thrift" !a 
dwindling in iaportance. This presents a threat to savings 
banks ar~ savings and loan aaaeciationa, because as the people 
become more sophisticated they may aim for the higher rewards 
available through more speoulative projects. This speculative 
tendency ia more than likely a result of the social legislation 
enacted over the past tew decadea to out down worries over 
personal security. 
Although there seems to be a trend towards realization 
of the value of selecting savings institutiona which otter the 
highest dividends, there is no indication that there is any 
comparable awarenesa ot the increased risk involved. This 
could be disastrous for the ignorant indi.vidual, and eventually 
for the economy as a whole. It people are going to move into 
the more speculative areas of finance, it is important that 
they have some basis tor their decisions. 
Gordon Spangler, Business Analyst ot The Firat National 
Bank ot Boston, feels that consumers today are more sophist!• 
eated about economic matters in general than they were in the 
past. He cites the great interest in the gold issue, the 
government's decision to raise the rate ot interest on savings 
bonds to 3 3/4 r.e r cent to attract the money ot people who are 
now aware ot the differences in interest rates, and the tact 
that consumers have become clever purchasers who do not want 
" to be and intend not to be oh,eated, In his opinion, newapapera, 
and magazines (such as Newsweek) are giving more and better 
economic coverage than at any time in the paat.9 
As mentioned before, however, there should be more 
knowledge about economic matters today because the subject has 
1 
beeame more complex. Furthemore, although there was much 
interest displayed about the gold isaue, there is no estimate 
available as to how much was learned about the issue. It the 
available eXplanations are any indication, probably little was 
learned. For the most part, the explanations were abstract, 
complex, and in many oases gave the idea that the writers did 
not understand the situation either. 
Interest and involvement in the more contusing aspects 
ot finance does not by itaelt mean that the person so involved 
is particularly knowledgeable about the subject. One need 
' only mention the field ot oonaU!Iler and retail credit. 'l'he 
phenomenal rise or installment buying over the past few years 
has brought with it many problema. Perhaps the greatest ot 
these is that the field has expanded raster than the public's 
knowledge of how to cope with it. 
Stores that have sold their goods on eash terms tor 
many yearB are now introducing installment buying plana. Why? 
Not because they want to. '!'hey claim they are forced to do so 
because "the guy up the street is. And, it I don't, he'll put 
me out or business." 'l'he author has heard this statement 
many times during the course of his work in credit aa4 
16 
oollection tnvolving retail stores. The aad part ot it ia 
that the competition to give the moat liberal te~a aeema to 
be getting preference over the iuatitution of sound credit 
policies. Many retailers tail to realize that additional 
capital ia needed to help cover the delay in pa,menta from the 
customer. It the capital ia not available, the retailer must 
get it from someone. So, he uaes the supplier's capital by 
not paying hia billa within the te~a. or course, it he baa 
been a slow payer When dealing in cash te~a, the extension 
ot liberal te~ may be enough to throw him into financial 
difficulties--particularly it he ia hard pressed by some or 
~ his creditors. To carry tho point a little further, tho 
manufacturer may be able to carry a few "late-payers," but 
a sudden increase in the nuaber ot them puts a tremendous 
drain on hia finances also. Thus, irresponsible credit measure• 
on the part of one business tend to burgeon into inaupportable 
weighta tor others. It ia important, then, that the small 
retailer have someone to turn to tor advice about credit 
policiea and the perils involved in competitive credit 
practicea. 
In the January 1961 isaue ot the Readerls Digeat, a 
woaan tella the pathetic story ot her family's plummet into 
the depths or personal bankruptoy. The disaster was the 
direct result ot buying too much on time. The competition to 
sell the over-burdened debtor more goods on time gave no 
consideration to the responsibility of advising him that he 
was over-extended in credit buying. 
The statiatics supplied with the atory say, "The 
~. I . 
number ot bankruptcy cases tiled in fiscal 1960 reached an 
all time record total of llO,OJ4• Almost all the 1960 increase 
came in the wage-earner and other not-in-business groups, Which 
together now account tor nearly 90 per cent ot all bankrupt• 
oies.•10 
Vacationa, gasol~r•• clothing, automobiles, boats, 
homes, and all ot people's baaic personal needs and luxuriea 
can now be bought on time. There ia no doubt that credit has 
been beneticial to the American people as well as to the 
American economy. However, irresponsibility in anything is 
dangerous. 
What does it mean tor a person to go into personal 
bankruptcy? Doea it just mean they get out ot paying all 
their billa? lot according to the author ot the Reader's 
Digest article. The sanotiona applied by the creditors and 
other acquaintances in their home town were nearly unbearable.11 
Certainly no one should be in tbe position ot being a social 
outcast. The answer once again seams to be education in the 
use ot money and credit. This education must be provided tor 
a more sensible economic lite in which normal needs can be 
met without tear ot bankruptcy and aooial recrlminationa. 
18 
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KnowleG.ge or banka ia an ilaportant part or economica~ 
A aurvey conducted on behalf ot the Massachusetts Bankers 
Association in 1955 ia purportedly an estimate ot bank public 
relation• in the atate. Actually, it ia more an opinion 
attitude aurvey of the public's feelings towarda Massachusetts 
banka, along with soae statistica concerning the knowledge ot 
the public concerning banks and bank functions. 
The survey caae to the conclusion that only 17 per cent 
ot the public had a "sood" knowledge of banking. Interesting 
statistic• rroa thia report include; 12 per cent or the 
reapondenta thought Maasachuaetta banka were operated by the 
governaent, and 39 per cent thought banka would lll&k:e loana ot 
a taw dollars aecured by a peraon•a watoh. 12 
In the area or attitudea, 25 per cent ot the public 
felt that banka ahoul4 be operated by the government (federal 
or atate). This, incidentally, was a higher proportion than 
those who thought railroada, electric light co~apanies, and the 
u. s. Steel Corporation ahould be governaent eperated. Thoae 
favorable to gov.'j ••nt operation or banks had, tor the aoat 
part, the poorest knowledge about ba~king. or those who did 
not think banka ahould be operated by government, 72 per cent 
felt they ahould be regulated by the governaent. Governaent 
regulation ot banks received a higher percentage vote than 
di4 regulation ot electric light companies, railroads and 
u. s. Steel.l3 
~~ 
The tailure ot eoonomioa aa an important subject ia 
summed up admirably 1n a preliminapY study or economic il-
literac,- conducted at w8 atern 1t1ohigan Univerdty in l'Calamaaoo, 
Michigan: "Bconamica baa loat the battle tor survival by 
default •••• It one ia not •up' on a subject, one tends to be 
'down' on the aubject."l~ 
The atwly was an attempt to ascertain whether or not 
prospective teachers were equipped to help tuture students 
understand the operation ot the economy ao aa to become 
responsible and intelligent citiaens. It waa not designed to 
teat economic knowledge. Ten basic areas were selected tor 
testing. Theae ten areaa repreaented the thinking ot more than 
2,000 buatneaa, labor, agricultural, and educational loadera 
plus aoae economiats. The ten baaic areas were: Character• 
iatios ot Our M0dern Bconoay; Production and Marketing ot 
Gooda and services; •ature and Problema of Business Enterprise; 
Money, Credit and Banking; the Price System; Industrial Rela-
tions; Agriculture J International Trade; Economic Fluctuation&} 
Role of Government in the Econoay. Committees narrowed 
poaaible queationa about these aubjecta down to 100. Theae 
were then aubmitted to tour other economiata as well aa a 
buaineas representative and a proteaaor in the School ot 
Education. They finally approved 50 multiple choice questions. 
The teat waa given to 415 junior and senior high school 
atudenta, 170 prospective teachers, and 195 economics studenta 
tram two colleges. It was tound that the high school students 
who had taken a course in economics scored about 20 per eent 
higher than those 'llho had not. Thia waa alao true ln testing 
the college atudenta. The median acore was 20 per cent higher 
among those who had taken a courae in economics. Signifieantl~• 
these teats were given tor the moat part two yeara after 
completion ot the eoonomioa course. Despite the criticisma 
ot high school econamioa coursea, it does ahow that they do 
accomplish aamething. Thoae oollege students who did not plan 
to go into the tteld ot education scored about 20 per cent 
higher than the prospective teachers--even though they had 
comparable work in econoaioa.15 !be reason tor the low score 
ot the prospective teachers ia unknown and can only be apeou-
lative without turther atu•y. It is signiticant, however. 
In the area or personal economics, family finance, and 
budgeting, a survey ot .300,000 high school senior girls 
conducted by the Science Research Associates, Inc. ot Chicage 
found that teenage girls have little practical knowledge or 
home management. They missed moat or the questions on credit 
buying, insurance, income tax, and the handling ot money. 
This is true despite the tact that women spend the major part 
ot the nation•a money.l6 
In summary, studies of economic knowledge among 
atudenta, teachers, and the public, whether strictly on broad 
economic subjecta or in related areas auoh as banking, ahow 
!: 
that the Alllerioan people are abysmally ignorant of the 
operation of the economic system. '!'here is some indication 
that more interest is being shown in these subjects and that 
people are becoming more aware ot what can be done to make 
money w1 tb their money, but there 1a no hint that they under-
stand just how their money works tor them. Efforts are being 
made by specific groups on apecitic subjects, Qut there 1a 
no master plan. 
The logical oonelusien to each report studied was that 
a major effort ahould be made in the field ot economic eduoa-
tioB •. 
:: 
CHAPTER IV 
WHAT IS BEING DONE 
In order to provide a workable public relations prograa 
in the area of economic education it is necessary to take 
advantage of what is already being done. A suryey of what is 
being done in educational business and private groups, and 
among banks as a basis for a public program is therefore 
presented. Many of these programs have shortcomings as well 
as advantages, and wherever possible, criticisms will be 
applied. 
I, ECONOMICS IN SCHOOLS 
One group of college seniors voted economics the most 
unpopular sub~ect studied in their four years in college.17 
Some economics professors have found that there appears to be 
a mental block against the term "economics." 'Why is this? 
Bradford Evans, a graduate student at Boston University's 
School of Public Relations, suggests that this is the result 
ot the sudden launching of the student into the world of 
economics in college. He says that the student usually 
acquires learning in most subjects through what he terms a 
"ramp effect." By this he means that the student is led step 
by step from basic terms to more complex terms from the 
" 
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first grade through high school until he reaches college. At 
this point, he has enough basic knowledge to handle the more 
difficult tel'll1s and. theories required of h1m. on the college 
level. Who would advocate the introduction of calculus into 
a college freshman class if the students had not had multipli-
cation, division~ algebra, and geometry? It would be ridicu-
lous. This "ramp" has been provided 1n mathematics. The 
previously cited Brookings Institution study shows that the 
aohoola do not provide an adequate "ramp" in econo~ics through 
their social studies and civics oouraea, and the economics 
courses are given to only a anall percentage or the students. 
Elkhart, Indiana. Elkhart, Indiana, is now involved 
in a unique program for teaching economics in ita schools. 
The basis tor the program ia that economic activities ~ch as 
playing store, operating make-believe banks, etc. in the 
claasroom 1m.part little economic knowledge in themselves.. If 
the conceptual meanings arenot made clear, then the demonstra-
tion activities are wasted. The common belief that youngster& 
are unable to grasp abstract ideaa has no place in thia progr~. 
The introduction to the experiment makes thia quite clear and 
says that there should be no problem because children learn 
about abstracts when they learn the meaning or words. With 
proper motivation the child should become intensely interested: 
I' 
in abstract ideas that result in experiences. Furthermore, 
lt 
ti: 
basic economic knowledge can be taught through these ideas. 
Based on these assumptions, the economic education experiment 
is being carried out in the Elkhart public schools in coopera-
tion with Purdue University.18 
'l'hie is the first year of the experiment, and a curri-
culum guide has been prepared for the first grade only. 
Subsequent guides will be prepared each year so that the 
beginners will be able to carry the program through high 
school to completion. The first grade curriculum suide is the 
simplest, most complete, and moat attractive one the author 
baa seen. Entitled !I~' 1t is broken into two work units, 
•work Inside the Home,• and •werk Outside the Home.• Each 
economic concept is given a curriculum interpretation. 
Suggested techniques for the teacher are listed in one section, 
activities for the pupils in another, resource material in a 
third, and the fourth column contains questions to help the 
teacher evaluate what has been taught to the children. 19 
Pupils cannot become excited over a program unless the 
teacher generates his or her enthusiasm to them. The writer. 
of the Blkhart program have probably interested. the teachers 
in their program through their attractive format. It would 
seem, then, that the Elkhart program ia dest1.ned for success. 
It is difficult to endorse tully the program without knowing 
what economic ~ing haa been given to the teachers. The 
guide tails to mention this. 
i: 
Taylorville, Illinois. Taylorville, Illinois became 
concerned about the level of economic knowledge in ita schools 
in 1956. Comr1unity leaders joined with school authorities in 
evaluating the economics in the schools and inst1 tuting new 
and more effective programa.20 
After consultation with the Illinois Council of 
Economic Rducation and the University of Illinois, the Taylor-
ville group raised money from the town's banks to get the 
program under way. Then thirty-two teachers took part in a 
workshop in which they learned about economics and devised 
specific programs for the classrooms. The library committee 
bolstered the library shelves with content materials and 
curriculum guides for the staff, and with content materials 
:for the students. The town was kept informed of the progress 
of the program through the press and by rad1o.21 
Of course, this is an ideal program. The school 
superintendent and teachers were enthusiastic from the outset. 
The town supported the plan. Professionals were consul tsd. 
The teachers were trained not only in economics, but also 1n 
how to prepare curriculum guides. And, finally, the public 
was kept informed about the need for such a prograa as well a a 
about the operation and progress of the progriUil. 
.. In working 111. th such schools as Taylorville, the 
Illinois Co~cil of Economics Education found that one of the 
• 
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greatest difficulties, according to public school teachera, 
was the lack of simple reference material. To fill this gap, 
the Council asked its consulting economist, Dr, Marion 
Daugherty, to prepare a primer of basic understandings on 
economics. This was completed in 19$9 under the title 
Economics in~ School Curriculua, and was published by the 
Council. In this simply worded pamphlet the author discusses 
briefly how to teach such concepts as specializ&tion, money, 
national income, big and small business, labor unions, the 
United states mixed free enterprise system, and nine other 
necessary topics.22 
With so much criticism being leveled at economists for 
their failure to write simply, the value of this primer should 
not be underrated. There is a dire need for more of this same 
material. The Elkhart and Taylorville programs are just 
samples of a number of similar programs being conducted 
throughout the country. Unfortunately, they are few and far 
between. And, there is no standard requirement for basic 
understandings to be learned at a certain grade level. There 
is no standard for training for teachers; nor is there any 
standardization of the material presented to the students. 
Joint Council ~ Economic Education. Fortunately 
something has been done to remedy this situation. It has 
not won nation-wide acceptance as yet, but the move is being 
!' 
made in the right ciirection. The name of the organization ia 
the Joint Council on Economic Education (JC<E). Its orlvin 
is interesting. 
In 1q4Z the Committee for Economic Develooment (CP.D) 
was formed under the chairmknsl>ip of·Paul G. Hoffman. Its 
purpose was to form a non-partisan, non-profit organization 
in which businessmen and educators volunteered tLeir time, 
energy, nnd money for economic research and education. In 
1947, at the request of educators, CED began work on a public 
school program. In 1~48 it helpen in a workshop held at and 
27 
sponsored by New Yor'~ University. In sessions that went from 
9 a.m. to 9:15 p.m., 7l teachers and administrator• from 22 
states went to work for ~•ree weeks. Twenty experts from 
government agencies, university departments of economics, 
labor organizations, and businesses acted as consultants. The 
participants discussed what every citizen should know about 
economics and worked out methods of presenting the mataria1. 23 
Since this workshop was just a preliminary effort, OED 
decided that more should be done--but under an educational, 
non-profit organization. The JCEE was incorporated to carr7 
on the work. CRD continues to contribute money to JC~&. but 
has no say as to how the money is spent. Thus, JCEE•s academio 
freedom is assured.24 
JCEE ia operated for the moat part through state and 
regional counoila. These Counoils are operated by local 
!' 
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leaders of varying baokgrounda and interests. Materials are 
supplied by the JCEE. The first object of the JC~~ is to 
ahow faculty and administration the t.portance of incorporatin& 
economic education into the school curriculum. This is 
accomplished through workshops in which courses are given in 
basic economies, and in which assistance ia provided in prepar-
ing curricullll!l guides for introduction into the classroom. By 
the end of 1958, the JCF:E had conducted more than 250 workshops 
involving 81 colleges and univoraitiea and 17.000 educators.25 
T. s. Prideaux, in his thesis on economic education, 
prepared for the Stonier Graduate School at Rutgers, criticizes, 
the JORE for its impartiality. Because the Council will not 
become involved in legislative bills concerning economic 
matters, and because it will not promote special interest~, 
Prideaux says that much of ita "material appears as a pot• 
pourri of conflicting flavora."26 
Citing an article from the ~ Newsletter concerning 
inflation, Prideaux emphasizes the tact that material is 
included from the u. s. Chamber, the CED, the Conference on 
Economic Progress, and the AFL-CIO. He claims that this 
leaves the reader up 1n the air. Be feels that some ot JCEE•a 
publication. are shaky, and bankers should not become asao• 
oiated with them. 27 
By expressing his disdain for JCEE's policy ot not 
' espousing the dog~~& of one group over another, which he t'eell 
tl'. 
results in a muddle, Prideaux aborts the potential contributioa 
ot his thesis. His indignation at the presentation of con-
flicting opinions results in his call for the expounding of 
the correct viewpoint only--the b&nl{Srs'. This, of course, 
could not be done by JGt:~ 1t it hoped to maintain tho bacld.J:ig 
of diverse groups--nor would this be desirable. A great 
barrier to the absorption of economic i'u.ndamtmtals b;t the 
public is the constant biokering ot liberal and oonsel'Vative 
factions. The bickering is conducted at an abstruse ~vel, 
incomprehensible lllld unappetizing to the layman. Prideaux 
would have the bankers join the fray. 
As a matter of fact, the bankers have joined forces with 
JCEE programs in some instances, and notabl;y in New England. 
Following a three-week workshop on economic education in 
Andover, Massii<chusetts, in the SU!ll!ller of 1953, participants 
and sponsors met and formad the New England Economic Education 
Coi.Ulcil (NE:EC) in June, 1954. 1'he initial impetus for the 
founding of the NEEC came fr0111 JCEE. Nt:::c sponsored workshopa 
in 1153 through 19~8, with the exception of 1957. 'rhe purpose 
was to give attending ed~cators an overall view of the United 
States economy, to develop leadership for economic education 
in the field, and to develop instructional and teaching tech• 
niques to improve economic education in the achl)ols.28 NEEO 
i Director, Ken.'leth Sbeldon, discovered that the aUim!J.er workehep 
program was not as effective as had been hoped. School 
1: a 
administrators did not always cooperate 1n allowing economic 
programs to be included 1n the curricula, and in many cases 
economic materials were unavailable to the teachers who 
attended. !he workshop was dropped. In ita place NEEO 
adopted the JCEE Cooperating Sohools Program which JCEE bad 
been administering on a national scale. Four local school 
systems (Newton, Needham, North Andover, and looughton) were 
enlisted in the program in 19$9.29 
!his program was established under a separate organisa-
tion to further ensure acad-ic freedom. · DEC made an agreeurat 
with Boston University to establish the center for Economic 
Education at the University. The Center carries out the 
Cooperating Sohoola Program with the support of both the 
Univera1ty and the IEEC. As New England's largest bank, 'l'he 
Firat National Bank of Boston pays half of Director Sheldon's 
salary; the University pays the other half.)O 
'l'he program 1a baaed on the assumption that economics 
can be taught in grades 1 through 12 without distorting the 
subject matter. 'l'o implement the program, the center IIIUSt 
first get approval from a town's school committee and super-
intendent. After eXplaining the aims of the program and the 
need for economic education, the Council accepts volunteer 
teachers for ita program. 'l'hia is done at no coat to tbe 
teacher 1t he or she agrees to select and teach one subject 
area of economics in the class.31. 
;: 
All interested teachers take a 30•hour course over a 
15-week period to acquaint them with basic economic principles 
and help prepare a progra. tor their next year's class.32 
The aim or the Cooperating Sobools Program is to reaeh 
as many sohool systems as possible over a long period of ti ... 
The tour towns previously mentioned had a total ot 100 teacherll 
troa their soboola taking the l.S-week course and subsequentl,-
teaohing economics in the olaasroaa. !he teachers are not 
required to teach economics in their classes attar one year, 
but Sheldon baa found that once something haa been incorporate( 
into a teaching program it ia usually continued, It is hoped 
that tour new towns ana cities will be added to the program 
each year. Meanwhile, the •graduate• groups will be visited 
trom time to time, and new materials will be given them as 
soon as they are prepared.33 
XBEC baa done a great deal ot work in the development 
ot programs trom the first grade straight through high school. 
Much ot the material developed is an outgrowth ot work ac-
complished by the now detunot summer workshops. For instance, 
teaching ~idea have been prepared tor grades 1 through 9• 
The idea ot the guide ia to give suggestions about how econGB!o 
principles can be incorporatecl into the re~lar teaching 
sobedule. The suggestions are baaed on a knowledge of educa-
tion principles tor the particular age group. !he ~idets 
program tor grades 1 through 3, tor example, takes inte 
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consideration the curiosity of a child that age. Each topic 
of discussion is broken down to show the objectives or reasons 
for including it in the curriculUIII. Supplement&.~'¥ ~~ 
examples are also listed. Some of 11he topics included 1n the· 
guide and considered to be appropriate for prt.ary gradee •ret 
The Good Worker, Money and Credit, Buying Wisely, OUr Food, 
Our Shelter, Banking Services, The Community and Ita Services, 
•atural Resources, and Making and Distributing Goods.3~ 
If this seems to presuppose precocity in children of 
this age in order to grasp this material, it should not. The 
treataent is very basic. Pfr inatance, under the topic of 
money and· credit, the children are supposed to learn about 
United States co1na and paper 111oney, distinguish between large • 
and SIIUlll amounts of money, Gl4 learn to make change. Some of 
the understanding objectives are; payment for goods and 
services can be made by barter instead of money, credit is 
giving aolllething of value tor a prOllliae that money wl.ll be 
paid later; and money that a child spends has usually been 
earned by hia father o:r aome othe:r family melllber. To drive 
home the pointa, the guide suggests that the teacher set up 
play stores and other such demonstrations to let the children 
uae their new knowledge. Stailar hinta tor teachers are 
included on each topic, and sampl• teaching units and 
bibliographies tor both teacher and student are listed. 
r. gradea progreu, so does the complexity of the material 
As the• 
presented.35 
!i 
'l'hh program has the fil'lll support ot all Uglllente of 
business in Bew England. The Trustee officers of the NEEO 
carry names ot prominent officers ot the Pe4eral Reserve Bank 
of Boston, a state college, a bank, a labor union, and a 
large oorporation.36 Many companies, unions, and 29 Massa-
... 
chusetts banks contribute to the Oouncn.37 Despite 
Prideaux's advice to be cautious, it is obvious that many 
ot those who come in contact with this dynamic program 
realize ita worth and intend to assist. According to NEEC 
Director Sheldon, "lo contributor o~ businessman has ever 
even hinted that he should have a say 1n the curriculum.n38 
Of course the tie-up with a respected University ~uld tend to 
discourage this anyway. 
Why are men such as Sheldon forsaking the adult 1n 
favor of the youngsters in the drive to uplift the level of 
economic education? ,Sheldon sUIIlB up the opinions of aany who 
feel this way when he points out the lack of available money 
tor this work, the tremendous amount of work which can be 
accomplished only over a long period ot time, the dearth of 
qualified people to perform this work competently, and the 
people's lack of interest 1n this work.39 Somebody must be 
sacrificed. The adult citizen is being sacrificed with the 
hope that education can begin in the schools now so that the 
tut;ure citizens wlll have a 1'air knowledge of economic 
;, pr1noiphs to put to use. 
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This point of view works well in that it concentrates 
all ita efforts on a specific publie. It is not diffuse nor 
sporadic. It is long-range, and, if it can gain nation-wide 
acceptance, the results will be evident in the coming years. 
The young people will have heard all viewpoints, liberal and 
conservative, and with the controversial ideas aa background 
they will be able to make intelligent decisions as to which 
taction to join. 
Many valid criticiama ot economic education in the 
schools r811lain. The educators must cooperate whenever possible 
with outside groups in giving this same education to the senior 
'"' citizenry, who are in such dire need of it. 
After ten years, the conclusions of the Brookings 
Institution remain applicable. Economists still write tor 
each other using the jargon of their trade. Economists are 
apt to be poor writers, which results in poorly worded, 
highly complex textbooks. The subject ia often taught on an 
abstract level. The graphs used to teach with are complicated 
and unwieldly.4° 
There are many programs under way in isolated cities 
and towns that are individual efforts. For this reason, thare 
seems to be much duplication of effort in developing economic 
materials in various sectors of the country. If these progr..-
and materials could be coordinated under one unified body--
" 
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auoh as JCEB--the program would move taster and in a more 
unified way, JCEE has a big public relations job to do in 
this direction. 
It all current programs were coordinated, the vast 
majority of the nation's young people would still not be 
exposed to any form of economic education, Again this calla 
tor a massive publicity and public relations effort on the 
part of business, labor, and educational organizations to 
bring other schools under the influence of JCEE and ita 
affiliates. 
When a nation-wide unified program has been instituted; 
when teachers and school administrations have been convinced 
that economies has a place in today'• crowded curriculum; 
when r~adable texts and qualified teachers become availableJ 
then and then only will economic education in the schools be 
truly effective. 
II. PRIVATE GROUPS 
Fortunately, the interest in economic education is not 
confined to groups which teel that all effort• should be 
concentrated on the young people. 
There are many private groups and foundations working 
in the tield ot economic education, They all have two things 
in commont an awareneas of the eoonomic illiteraoy of the 
n 
nation as a whole, and a sincere deaire to remedy thia 
aituation. 
The difficulty in reporting on these groups is not in 
putting down their aims, nor in telling about the materials 
they have prepared. The problem arises out of personal and 
group biases, a.nd the polemic& of the more advanced issues ot 
economics. What the local union representative might conaider 
a "middle-of-the-road" approach to intlation the National 
I Association of Manufacturers representative might denounce 
as .~lett-wing," "socialistic," or just "un-American." The 
problem ~comes one or semantics. What is a "liberal" and 
what is a "conservative"? Who is to say? The whole point is 
that theee groups seem to feel that they are qualified to 
"brand" each other. Their literature, tor the most part, 
neglects the fundamentals which could be agreed upon by both 
sides. This results in literature above the comprehension ot 
the general public, written for the plaudits or those who 
already believe in that vieWpoint. This material is then 
angrily replied to by the other side and the effort heartily 
applauded by all members of its aide. As a matter of fact, 
"in order to save our country," members of each side beo0lll8 
so enthusiastic they are Wllling to contribute more moneJ to 
"the cause" to propagandize themselves. What a waste of 
moneyl It both "sides" could relegate the abstruse to a 
aeoondary role .and jointly carry out the fundamental• ot 
l· 
economics, the public might gain enough basic knowledge to 
understand what the two groups are talking about when theJ' 
become controversial. 
T. S. Prideaux in his thesis on economic education did 
a thorough job investigating the efforts or the individual 
organizations. But he, too, took the Rconservative" banker's 
viewpoint, therebJ' negating the value of some of his work. 
A dispassionate view ot these organizations 10uld have enabled 
him to cou to better conclusions. 
Much moneJ' baa been expended in explaining the attempts 
of COllllllUDists to take over our countr;r by weakening our 
economy. Prideaux wrote twenty pages to cover this area. 
According to Prideaux tbe ooaauniats attempt to control our 
societJ' by gaining economic leadership. Through training, 
organization, and front groups they are 1118k1ng inroads. Tbe 
two methods cited to deatrOJ' our economy are first, the 
encouragement ot inflation, and second, the impeding or the 
for.ation ot capita1.4l The success ot these communist-
inspired groups, he says, ia due to the ignorance ot. 
Americana about the history, traditions, and foundations or 
the United States. 
Another formidable document concerned with the en-
croachment ot the communists was a thesis prepared tor the 
school of Financial Public Relat1o~s conducted at North-
1
, we11tern l,Jnivel'aitr under the apol1aorahip ot the ll'inancial 
,, 
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Public Relations Association by Leo J. ~urphy ot the San 
Francisco Bank. Entitled, "A Treatise on the Free Enterprise 
System and How It Can Be Sold Through the American Banks," 
this "soarepiece" wa• written in 19$1 during the so•called 
"McCarthy era." It seems to be typical ot much of the 
hysterical material written during this time stressing the 
need tor open attack on any threat• to the "AuB rioan Way of 
Lite. "42 
Certainly every American should be concerned about the 
threat of communiam to our country. There is no doubt that 
better education concerning our hi8tory and traditions an4 a 
better understanding of the operations of our economic system 
would do much to lessen the impact of any communist move to 
take over the country. It must be remembered, however, that 
there will always be inimical forces seeking to undermine 
American cause• in an effort to destroy the country. A 
sane a~proach to these recurrent problema seems to be to 
educate the people as to what they have, and why they have 
it, rather than to expend all efforts 1n flaying possibly 
subversive organizations. 
Prideaux's tear or cammuni8lll is equalled by his tear 
or the growing power of labor unions. Labor's pre•aure 1a 
exerted through strike• and the indirect method of urt;tns 
greater governmental spending. Thi8 concern is brought on 
"' ·. 
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and similar statementa by other labor leaders, "But I am 
strongly or the opinion that a bAnk baa no right, as a public 
institution, to involve itself and the funds or its depositors 
in legislative debate."43 This is compounded by a .further 
statement ot Meany's, "The challenge is in the legislative 
halls, and our anawer is political education, and political 
activity."44 
Since labor considers economics a vital issue that 
must be .fought tor the survival or the labor movement, 
Prideaux (and business interests in general) feels that banks 
and business must join the tray actively. This battle with 
the labor unions is called economic education. Actually, 
labor' a economic education program can be considered indoctri-
nation in labor's viewpoint. The same can be said of busi-
ness's program. It is indoctrination. It is not meant to be 
an unbiased presentation or economic problems. Who is to 
blame either side tor ita self-interest? The point is that 
it should not be passed ott as a neutral position. or course, 
this is easier said than done. A person can firmly believe 
he is giving the "facts" in an objective manner and yet be 
completely biased because he is contused about "facta,• or 
because he tails to see other considerations. With such a 
;J 
controversial subject as economics such occurrences are common. 
Both groups vie for association with status groups and 
opinion leaders. Labor bas made a definite effort to tie the 
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labor movement closely to religion, religious leaders, and 
Christian principles. Business seems to prerer Locke, 
Jefferson, Franklin, and a whole parade of American heroes 
who have made the history and formed the country's traditions. 
If labor and business are sincerely interested in 
furthering economic education, they will sooner or later have 
to join forces under an impartial, respected authority to 
promote basic education in econunica. If both sides have 
confidence in the logic of their positions, they cannot 
quarrel with the idea of giving basic education ("up the ramp") 
before puahing the esoteric, partisan issues. 
AFL-cro. The AFL-cro baa set up committees on economic 
policy, research, 
cate the economic 
education, and public 
doctrine of labor.45 
relations to communi-
In addition to 
extenlive training and education programs tor ita own membera, 
labor also reaches the public in different ways. The AFL-CIO 
has a number of members on the board of trustees of the JCBE. 
Materials are sent to college debaters when the issue involves 
labor. Labor publications are sent to high school librariea 
in various parts of the country. Contributions from labor 
have financed the Labor Education Center tor the Rutgers 
Institute or Management and Labor Relations at Rutgera Un1· 
vera1ty.4.6 TWo years ago the AFL•CIO was producing more than 
sixty publications. pamphlet• and bookleta as well as numeroua 
- _-:- ' ...:-;;;;:b..;;;::~7::"=----:::--;;-:-_:.-_--;,-::__.:;::-:- ·_-- ;_-_, .;;-~: . ·::.. -. 
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posters, handbills, moving pictures, slides and tape record-
ings. Among those of wide distribution are the monthly 
American Fe4erationist magazine, the weekly AFL-CIO ~~ the 
monthly Labor's Economic Review, and the monthly Economic 
Trends and Outlook.47 There is no doubt that labor is 
actively involved in economic education--even if it can hardly 
be called non-partisan. 
National Association ~ Manufacturers. If successfUl 
programs were measured by the volumes of material printed and 
distributed, the independent and special groups would seem 
puny in comparison with the Rational Association of Manu-
facturers (NAM). NA'M, which is made up of more than 21,000 
companies, has among its many purposes a responsibility for 
preparing non-partisan economic policies and promoting a 
better understanding of the operations of the American capital-
istic system.48 
In its "non-partisan" role, the NAM deplores government 
competition with private enterprise, moves for tax reduction 
and a broadening of the tax base, and calls for limitations 
on the federal government •a po-r to t ax income, estates, and 
gifts. 
Through its thirteen regional offices, the NAM operates 
a vigorous public relations campaign to achieve its objectives.< 
!: Por n:smple, it publishes the !!! !!.!!, weekly, the monthly 
i 
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"Service ~or Company Publications," Dateline, a monthly to 
religious leaders, Program Notes, which goes to 26,000 leaders 
ot women's clubs, and Special Reports, a publication covering 
current issues. News releasee and cartoons are sent to 
hundreda of daily papers and thousands of weekly newspapers. 
Booklets are prepared on economic matters and distributed 
(tree of charge) to teachers and students. Films are prepared 
for use by school systems. A flannel board presentation, 
"ROBSO--llow our Business System Operates" has received wide-
spread use. Through the use of a council, NA~' gets together 
members of the clergy from all faiths and presents manage-
ment's viewpoint to them. A group of profesaional speakers 
is maintained by NAM to speak at all types of gatherings-· 
free or charge.49 
With all this exposure, the NAM must surely be 
accomplishing much. Yet, William H. Vfuyte, Jr. in his book 
l! Anybody Listeninfi? makes a shambles of' the entire NM! 
campaign. Vfuyte's argument is that building an economic 
education program around maintaining the "Free hnterprlse 
System" is ridiculous. According to hlia, the people of 
America have not lost faith in the systom, and, by making 
stereotypes of both business and the public, the NAM has 
lost sight of the whole objective. He comes to the con-
elusion that nobody is listening to all the triptJ foisted on 
businessmen about NAM's program, 
the responses were surprising. Twenty-seven thourht it was 
doing a good job, 14 a so-so job, 16 refused to answer, and 
the remaining 43 (some of WhOlll were prominent NAM members) 
were almost violently anti-NAM.5° Such comments as the 
following were elicited from top executives: "They're a 
bunch of people talking to themselves." "They are so dis-
credited in the public eye that they hurt anytLinr; they 
sponsor."5l 
Whyte is not the only critic of the vested interest 
type of economic education. In a 1956 book entitled, !£!_ 
Anterican Business Creed, the history of thinking and the 
~ changes in the meaning of "private enterprise,R "capitalism," 
"freo enterprise system," "the American way of life," and 
other variations of these terms are explored. The fact that 
many groups have tailed to realize that American society has 
changed is pointed up. And NAM comes in for its share of 
criticism for failing to recognize trrat you cannot ask people 
to hold on to a way of life that is no longer existent.52 
or course, not all the • terial put out by NAV ia bad 
or incorrect. Much of it is good solid thought on important 
problems. The point is that by becoming partiaan this 
powerful organization has aligned itself in a stereotY,ced 
position and destroyed its credibility with a large segment 
': of the population. l'bere is no sense in drowning u,eir 
! 
~: 
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believers with eloquence about things which they firmly believ•• 
This is wasted effort. 
Chamber of CO!IIIIlerce. The Chamber of Commerce of the 
United Sl~ates was :rounded in 1912 to promote the interests of 
American business as a whole. There is no pretense about 
being impartial. or course, one purpose is to let Congress 
know what impact its legislation will have on business. The 
other, to tell the masses about the virtues of the private 
enterprise system and the dangers or socialimn.53 
The Washington office ot the Chamber prepares pamphlets 
and leaflets on current issues, publishes the monthly magazine 
Nation's Business, puts out two monthly newsletters to Chamber 
members, maintains a substantial film library, and generally 
has produced a substantial library of books concerned with 
business and economica.54 
The Chamber's economic discussion groups are designed 
to develop bus~ness leadership •. The discussions are carried 
on at the local level. Participants are taught to think 
clearly, debate, and understand not only the business angle, 
but the opponent's viewpoint. Discussion material is derived 
from 17 pamphlets on basic subjects such as money, taxes, 
labor, and the etruba of capitalism.55 
How to set up business education programs, emnloyer 
programs, economics clubs, speaker bureaus, and how to uae 
--:::':'-_-:-:·::-'"- .. -
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the mass media are all explained along with other "how to's," 
in materials provided by the Chamber's community action 
program. 56 
OVer the yeal"s the Chamber has been able to refine its 
programs.;.into highly coordinated activitias, Leaders are 
carefully selected. It has enjoyed a senerally good ~eputa­
tbn '!'l'ith the public. Although it 1s a business organ 1zat1on, 
the Chamber has not often become involved in vituperative 
battles with more liberal elements. 1/ihHe espousing the 
"free enterprise system," the Chamber recognizes that labor is 
here to stay and that business should make every effort to fin4 
ways of cooperating with the unions and improving relati.ona 
with them. Because of its organizati0n, the Chamber is able 
to devote ~oh of its activity to highly effective personal 
contact. And because the Ch .. ber and Chamber personnel have 
been eo active in worth-while community projects, its reputa-
tion and credibility ren:ain high in comparison with other 
s,ecial interest groups involved in programs of eoonotnic 
education. Other special interest groupe might do well to 
emulate the Chamber by attempting to gain their objectives 
without exploalvea and tub-thumping. 
Committee ~ Economic Development. The previously 
mentioned C01m1i ttee for F!con0111ic Development ( C"E:D inspiration 
('. " for Jcr:E) 1a a good example of the many groups throughout 
" 
:: 
the country engaged in aspects of economic education tor a 
variety of reasons. The Committee's board of trustees is 
prestige laden. The Board includes some of the top names in 
American b~sin~ss and education. CED•a by-laws require 
impartial treatment of all issues. Of course, this is done 
w:t thout having any representatives from labor. The dif:f'icul-
ties of maintaining objectivity in such a situation have been 
mentioned previously. 
The three-fold purpose of the committee is to study 
economic matters, formulate economic policy recommendations, 
and foster economic educat1on.57 CED publications are simply 
worded, easy to read; and although they do not always treat 
the simplest of subjects, they are easily understood if the 
reader has any basic knowledge of economics. 
!h.! Advertising Council, ~· 'l'he Advertising Council, 
Inc. was formed in 1941 from the nation's advertising agencies 
to conduct advertising in the public service. A non-profit, 
non-partisan organization. the Council began an information 
program on the fundamentals of the American enterprise system. 
The program had the official approval of business organiza-
tions and labor leaders. Its messages have been seen by all 
in magazines. newspapers, billboards, card spaces in vehiclea 
of public transportation, and on network programs. The 
Brookinga Institution in its appraisal of the Council's work 
'"~=r~='" ,,,_ ·'"~'" 0 ·o ~, ,. "··· ·~~o•o=coc. ··." . ••-•=··•.=~=•=·=~~- •=- =o- ••• 
was mostly complimentary, although they round several mis-
leading statements in ita advertising.58 
4-L 
Alllerican Viewpoint, .!!!• A group or distinguished 
educators founded American Viewpoint, Inc., a contribution-
supported organization. Dedicated to the betterment ot 
American citizenship, the organization feels that economic 
education is an important part or the program. All media are 
used in an effort to get across a basic understanding or 
economic issues so that the public may discuss them and then 
vote intelligently.59 
90JIIIIIi ttee !.!£ Constitutional Govel'lllllent. Using 
lectures, pamphlets, periodicals and newspaper releases, 
the Oommtt•ee tor constitutional Government stresses the 
importance ot the t rea enterprise system and or government 
by constitutional processes. The Committee was formed in 
1941 by publisher Frank E. Gannett and is supported by 
business contributions and the sale or publications. Moat 
ot the prepared material is aimed at opinion leaders includ-
ing teachers, ministers, executives, foremen, and tara 
lea(ers.6° 
.:In:::;;.at.;;.;i:::.;tu~t-.e ~ !:.!£! Insurance"' Toward the end ot World 
Wfr II, the Institute ot Lite Insurance became concerned with 
~ the problem ot intlation. Since that time the Institute has 
fought inflation through all media. For othera interested in 
assisting, it has a portfolio of all its materials and how 
to use them. !he portfolio is available to all at a nominal 
coat.61 
American Economic Foundation. An earnest program of 
sincere dedication is conducted b~ the American Economic 
Foundation. Pounded by Fred G. Clark in 1939, the Foundation 
is financed through tax-deductible contributions or those who 
are interested in increasing the understanding ot the private 
property ayatem. 62 
The Foundation has one ot the most diversified programs 
in the field or economic education. It is aimed at business•& 
top executives, foremen, the workers, and the general public. 
The teature ot this organization is that in its publicationa 
readabil:t t~ is most i111portant. Sentences are abort and silllple. 
Illustrations are abundant and skillful. It is probably the 
best example of an organization trying to make c0111plex issues 
so simple that ~1 can understand. This leads in some 
inatancea to overwaimplitication. Economic concepts are w~l 
presented, but the reasoning tor the theories is often omitted. 
This makes eoonomic principles easy to learn but difticul~ to 
underatand.63 
Notable success was achieved when the Foundation 
"' published a short book ot 39 pages (halt were pictures) 
i 
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entitled, How We Live. This very simple book was an explana• 
---
tion ot the basic economics involved in our lives. MOre than 
halt a million copies were sold in a year. neneral Motors, 
Borg-W~ner, Inland steel, United States S$eel 1 and Westing-
house became so ent.husiastic they either bought copies tor 
their employees or contributed toward filmed versions ot the 
book. Although the Foundation takes a somewhat conservative 
viewpoint, the success of the original book can be illustrated 
by the tact that the films are otten used by employees in 
diacuaaion groups without the presence ot anyone trom m.anage• 
ment. At the requ••t ot educators, these tilas have now been 
made available to schools throughout the country. 
lo purpose would be served by delving into all the 
private organizations engaged in various aspects of economic 
edueation. It is enough to mention that other groups such 
as National Associated Businessmen, Inc.; the Gold Standard 
League ot Latrobe; the Economists' National CO!lllllittee on 
Monetary Policy; Americans tor the Competitive Enterprise 
System; and the lational Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. 
are actively working in the field ot economic education. 
It is interesting to note that most ot the special 
interest organizations working on economic education are 
prtmarily business groups. Labor seems to conduct ita 
economic education programs directly through union publica-
' tiona. One exception to this is the Conference on Economic 
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Progress. Tt1s organization is "a non-profit, non-political 
organization engaged solely in economic research, education, 
and publication of studies related to full employment and 
tull production 1n the United States.n65 The national 
committee of the Conference boasts many union leaders, and 
the outlook expressed in their publication, Inflation& Cauae 
and Cure by economist Leon H. X.yaerling is typical of the unl.cll 
--
app:roaoh. 
certainly business would benefit from a unified approac' 
ln getting ita Views acroas. ODe Of tbe drawback& ot the 
apecial interest groups is the very tact that they emphasise 
~ specific topics. No consideration is given to the audience. 
Doea the audience have enough knowledge and background to 
understand or absorb material which might be "half-way up the 
remp"? It these groups would conaolidate into one unit, or 
into smaller units, they could start at the beginning, 
progress "up the ramp," and cover specific publics in an 
orderly manner. The unions are doing it, and business should 
realize that the success of the unions ls partially attribut• 
able to the singleness or purpose and the unified organization. 
Whether one espouses the liberal-labor program or the 
conservative-business approach, support and encour•gement 
should be given to any group that gets the basics across so 
that the difficult problema can be understood. It is to the 
advantage or all people individually, and to the nation aa a 
whole to have bus!ness and labor speak to their publica 
intelligently. 'i'bey must improve. 
III. BANKER ASSOCIATIONS 
51, 
Banker 1 a Associations, both national and state, have 
great potential as leadera in the field or economic education. 
To date, neither national nor state organizations hav9 
realized this potential. 
American Bankers Association. The American Bankers 
Association (ABA) lists ai% major problema of banks in the 
area of public relations as follows: 
"1. Public misunderstanding, contusion, ignorance, 
prejudice and antagonism. 
2. Bank oomplac.ency in the light of current events. 
). Bank apathy toward planned public relations. 
4• Absence or continuity in bank public relations 
programs. 
5. leed for bank staff training in public relations. 
6. Need tor bank leadership in economic education.•66 
According to ABA thinking, education in economics is 
a problem that must be taken care of locally in a national 
environment. "Therefore there is need tor bank leadership 
in economic and financial education. The problem is one of 
encouraging more banks to act as spokesmen tor our system ot 
lite, not as a defensive measure but as a positive presentation 
- .. ,_ ·~ -~ .-:~::.__.~ 
ABA 1 s Public Relations Council goes on to say that 
bank education in public relations must be on the policy-
making level if banking and the tree enterprise system are 
to continue. The reason is that their future depends on 
public understanding and acceptance ot business methods and 
pract1ces.68 Another statement of the Council serves also 
to show the responsibility or banks to the public, "Banking 
touches the two most sensitive spots of the public anatomy ••• 
money and credit. People's choicest possessions (money and 
credit) are entrusted to banks. We have a public trust."69 
Although ABA has supported the need tor economic 
education, it has been only during the la at two cr three years 
that a comprehensive program has been developed to execute 
this, other than ABA 1 f ,American Institute ot Banking courses 
tor bank employees •. 
ABA'• Public Relations Council, Banking Education 
Committee and Committee tor Economic Growth Without Inflation 
have published a great deal ot material on timely economic 
iaeuea. Most ot their pamphlets, booklets, statement stutters, 
and other printed materials are available to member banks 
(with their bank's name on it) at low rates. These mat~rials 
are or great assistance to BBall banks, in particular, because 
many times they have neither the personnel nor the money to 
prepare their own. 
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In 1955, tor example, ABA publiahed a pamphlet, ~~ 
Money, ~ Prosperitr to explain money creation, monetary 
policy, and sound money management. 7° Considering the 
readable style of the pamphlet, the number ot copies bought 
was disappointing to the Association. 
"Educational Aids to Help You Promote Public Support 
tor Economic Growth Without Inflation" was the title ot a 
broct,ure prepared by the Committee tor Economic Growth Without 
Inflation in 1960. The brochure contained eight pamphlets 
to be enoloaed in monthly statements or placed in reading 
racks. It contained such titles aa "Eaay Money, T.lght Money, 
Healthy Money," "How Inflation Shrinks Your Dollars," and 
"Row the Coat of Money Affects the Cost of Living.w7l In the 
interviews conducted by the author with Boston bank public 
relations officers, several cited these pamphlets as "terrible" 
and "a waste of money." Pressed for details, they mentioned 
that the pamphlets prepared by ABA are too often written by 
economists or bankers, and therefore are unreadable. In 
addition, in their unsuccessful attempts to make them simple, 
some of their statements are economically unsound. 
This gives a pretty good indication that the responsi-
bility ot ABA in the field of economic education has not been 
met as yet. 
The picture is not all black, however. In 1955, AaA 
began publication of a quarte~ly magazine of 12 to 16 pagea 
. ____ ;-::.- _:; ~--·-. ,- -
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(with member banks' names on it) ent:l.tled, "The Family Dollar•* 
The purpose ot the magazine is to discuss in simple terms the 
problema involved in family finances, home building, and 
banks. It also contains banking reviews of books. Simple 
hints are given on such thin~s as budgeting, "A financial 
plan--a way ot making your wishes come true--a way or achiev-
ing your financial goals. It is simply an application of 
will-power to the management of personal finances.•72 This 
is followed up with sample budgets for different income 
levels .. 
Banking, the monthly journal of ABA, baa a section in 
each issue devoted to business development, advertj.sing, and 
public relations. This part of the magazine gives summaries 
of ideas being used by different banks around the country 
along .yith suggestions of the ABA starr on how to solve 
particular public relations problema. This is one of the moat 
important fUnctions of ABA-•campiling and disseminating the 
beat work from around the oount17. 
3~ories of success with programs are also included in 
Banking in case others may be interested in learning how they 
were accomplished. The January, 1961, issue showed how the 
Paget Sound Mutual Savings Bank conducted a six-week newspaper 
advertising campaign concerning the advantages or saving and 
buying with cash and the high coat or buying on credit. On 
;· oars, tor instance, they showed the reader how he could 
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eave enough usually by paying cash for his car to pay tor one 
year's gasoline. President Roger F. Taylor said, wwe believe 
these ada definitely at1mulated aome people to an awareness 
of the cost or credit buying and will in same measure help in 
our battle against intlation.•7~ or course, this campaign 
was conducted by a mutual savings bank. If it had been done 
by a commercial bank, it would have to be c~nsidered an 
outstanding example of public service. 
The Council on Banking Education (CBE) was formed by 
ABA in January, 1958, to study education of bank personnel 
and to develop te.xts for the use ot schools involved in 
banker education. CBE also tries to improve relations with 
college professors of money and banking and related subjects, 
with the hope that pertinent materials can be sent to them. 
New texts are being prepared tor the use ot high school 
teachers and students. JCEE has prepared a film strip on 
banking for ABA 1 s CBE and Public Relations Counoi1.7~ 
"Information in print" is another ABA publication which 
gives a list ot its own materials such as pam?hlets, leaflets, 
statement stuffers, books, films and ~lm strips which are 
available to member banks. Theses prepared at the Stonier 
Graduate School at Rutgers University are also listed as 
potential resource material.7S 
All in all, ABA is doing a good deal of work in the ,, 
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and presented seem to have been done on a hit-or-miss basis. 
Major problems are studied and publications written to make 
them more understandable to the public. It seems that they 
presuppose a non-existent sophisticati~n in economics on the 
part of the general public. Some of these progra:ns therefore 
skip the real basics and start "halfway up the ramp.• 
The leading bankers' association is headed .1n the right 
direction. Major problems have been recognized, and proper 
attitudes toward economics have been realized and publioized. 
ABA'• SUmmittee tor Economic Growth Without Inflation wrote, 
We cannot expect to achieve and adhere to 
oound economic policies in this country unless they 
have wideapread public support. Time and again the 
American people have demonstrated that when they have 
a decent understanding ot a public problem (compli-
cated though it may be) they can usually be counted 
on to arrive at sensible decisions. It is essential, 
therefore, to build a better understanding of these 
~tters among all se~ents of the population. 
Arter stressing the need for more economic education 
in the schools, the statement goes on, 
A more immediate need is to inform the adult 
population regarding these matters. ~"is is an area 
in which not only teachere and educators but many 
others have responsibilities and opportunities. 
Many private groups--professional and trade asae•ia-
tions, labor organizations, service groups and 
others--can assist b~ meane ot conducting their own 
education programa.7 
If ABA were to attempt a solo effort in the field ot 
economic education, there would be much waste. Fortunately, 
the need for cloee cooperation with other groups--ones which 
·• 
do not necessarily hold the same views or have the same 
interests--has been brought to its attention and has been 
accepted by ABA of'ficials. Dr. !lurray G. Lee, Director~ 
Council on Banking Education wrote an article in the October, 
1960 issue ot Banking, entitled "Good Economic Citizenship." 
Lee praises the work of JCEE and its 38 affiliated regional, 
state, and local councils. He said, •JeRE is generally agreed 
to be the foremost and most objective organization in the 
field of economic education today." Noting that the t~lstees 
came from business, education, and labor, Lee went on to 
praise the fact that no special interests were served. Be 
admitted that some of the "balanced views" might be unpnlat-
able, but stated that banks should wo:rk closely with JCJ'.l? to 
prevent the views from becoming lopsided. He went on to 
describe the reasons for ARA'a close cooperation with JCEE, an4 
then mentioned that ABA sends materials and speakers to JCEE 
workshops, organizes trips for teachers to banks, and 
supplies f'ilms and other materials whenever possiblG. Citing 
the ignorance of high school s tudeuta--as discovered in an 
Oklahoma bankers' survey--in money, banking, and credit 
matters, Lee stressed the need for reaching the youngsters 1n 
school. While admitting that the results are necessarily 
imponderable and difficult to evaluate, he pointed out the 
need tor long-term results. "Whether we look at the matter 
trom the standpoint of civic leaders, with responsibility for 
i' 
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supplying leadership in our communities, or as cold-blooded 
businessmen interested in profits and economic survival, our 
stake in JCEEts efforts should be pbvious to every banker. 
"And let's remember that this program is aimed directly at 
that Very Important Person, tomorrow's customer--if not, 
indeed, today's•" 
Bankers are not the only ones who have urged banks to 
take the leadership role in economic education. At an ABA 
National Installment Credit Conference, Peter E. Sohruth, 
Vice-President and Advertising Director of the Saturday 
Evening !2!1 pressed his banker audience to take more 
interest in fmnily finance. 
While most business units are equipped with 
full-time management talent, most family units are 
run without expert management, some without any at 
all. 
Yet the economy depends solely on these family 
units to spend wisely and adequately if we are to 
have the prosperity we talk a bout, In other words, 
the economy depends on a business without adGquate 
management. That is a dangerous situation, 
I'm not saying there is no advice available 
to the American family. They are getting it, Some 
are putting it into practice. But where is the 
advice coming from? It's comin& from the stock 
broker and the insurance agent (and it 1 s good 
advice) • It's coming from lawyers and accountants 
in some oases. 
These are the people who are managing America's 
money--people who are in competition with you, They 
are managing it, naturally, with their own viewpoints 
in mind. Isn•t it about time the bankers started 
managing some ot that money? Isn't it about time 
that you got back into the control of money? There 
is one way to do it: give the A:r.erica.r_ fa:nily the 
financial management it needs. 
Now that machines are 1'reeing bank personnel 
from those routine j~~s, more of your tL~e can be 
spent on oounseling.r 
And ABA is responding to the challenge by advising 
individual banks and by preparing materials for nation-wide 
use. Further, it is using ita public relations faoillties 
and personnel in a definite effort to arouse interest among 
America's bankers in furthering economic education. 
As Douglas G. Herron, Secretary, Banking Education 
Committee, American Bankers Association, wrote in reply to 
the author's letter, ••• "regarding responsibilities for 
educating the public directly I might mention that our 
Committee for Economic Growth Without Inflation and our 
·--~~.--· ------- . 
Public Relations Committee have recognized this respon:!ibility 
and developed programs to meet it, Naturally though, the 
local banker is still the person most directly in contact 
with the public.n79 
It becomes apparent that ABA feels that it has a 
responsibility to educate the public. It is willing to 
utilize the talents of its o~~ittee members in developing 
materials tor the nation's banks. It is actively engaged 
in convincing them of the need for becoming major participants 
in economic education. aut in the end, ABA feels that it il 
~ up to the individual banks and bankers to carry out this job. " 
State Banker• Alaoc1at1o!f• Casmir A. Sienkiewicz, 
Chairman ot ABA 11 COlllllli ttee tor Economic Growth Without 
Inflation and President ot the Central-Penn National Bank 1n 
Philadelphia, urged pre1ident1 ot state bankers' associations 
to have banker• to:rm state and local comm.itteee to get to work 
on public education. "!be Committee believes that bankera 
mu1t do more to increase the level ot public knowledge about 
the econoaic 1ystea and the problem• ot growth and inflation. 
Bankera mu1t bring their energies and mind1 to bear on thil 
1ubject ot economic education it our national government•• 
economic policie1 ara to retlect the dynami1m ot democracy 
based on sound economic reasoning--policiel that 1trengthen 
our private competitive 1ystem ot tree institutiona.•80 
Well he might urge the atate associations to bee~ 
active. A survey ot the state bankers• associations by 
Prideaux in 196o showed a generally apathetic state ot attairl. 
The Di1trict ot Columbia and ~9 •tate bankers• associations 
were asked who was 1n charge ot their political and/or economic 
education. Five states tailed to reply, 24 said they had no 
programs, and 13 said that while no program existed, there 
was interest in developing one. 'l'he 8 positive replies tram 
Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, Maasachuaetta, Kansas, North 
Dakota, Alaska, 
ot activity. 81 
and Bew Hampshire, indicated varying degrees 
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The Pennsylvania Bankers Association suggests programs 
to county bankers' associations, cooperates with educators ~t 
secondary and college levels, and offers programs to banking, 
service, PTA, and farm groups. In late 1959, the Association 
launched an anti-inflation prograa 1n conjunction with ABA. 
Statement stutters were prepared and sent to IUIII.ber banks 
'· along w1 th advertising mats and lobby posters • Reeipients 
ot the stat8lllent stutters nre urged to write their Congress• 
=*n (the naaes and addresses were listed) urging control of 
government spending, At times, the Association prepares 
newspaper ~ds, television spots, and radio scripts.82. 
Jew York's program is unique. A Women's Committee on 
Public Information which stressed personal contact was es-
tablished 1n 19$7. In the t iJOst year it recruited more than 
400 members, gave 213 speeches, appeared on 51 radio and 
television programs, and contacted mol"8 than ),000 clubs. A 
five-week course in finance was set up tol" the public. It was 
so suocesstul that the Bew Y-rk City Board of Education con-
sidered a similar course tor ita teachers.83 
The Ohio Bankers Association supports the Economic 
Educational Workshop at the University ot Ohio each year. 
Kansas sponsors three banker-taught courses tor college credit 
at three different colleges, and Xol"th Dakota sends economic 
literature to opinion leaders. Bew Hampshire provides source 
mate~iala to groups, ofte~s programs to organizations, and 
distributes visual aids.~ 
Massachusetts Bankers Association (MBA) is very active. 
In a personal interview with the author, the Executive Vice• 
President, Edward R. Tufts, discussed MBA's role in economic 
education along with his views on what needs to be done. 'l'Utt•, 
reels that the public is becoming more and more conscious or 
what economics is, but •economics is a terrible word." BB 
reels that the word economics scares people. According to 
him, people are beginning to talk about economics because 
there is so much background material about it in the news-
papers, but they do not understand what they are talking about. 
"Bankers definitely have a responsibility to educate 
the public in economics, and they have not carried this out 
in the past tew years.• Tufts reels that bankers should lead 
the community. In regard to the purpose of economic education, 
and whether this is really a responsibility or a service, 
Tufts said that it serves a dual tunotion. It should be a 
service and should increast business. He referred to the 
tact that many people still put their money in the mattress. 
MBA, under TUtts, provides materials to member banks in the 
torm ot films, booklets, and flannel board presentations. 
MBA also reaches the public directly. 
"Bt~nomic education must be impartial," says Tufts. 
: By giving the public the facta about economic principles, they 
;, 
• 
will have the knowledge to make up their minds on the contro• 
veraial issues. To show how impartial his talks have been, 
'fu!'ts cited the many labor groups to whom he has spoken. He 
then went on to say that the subject ot his talks concerns the 
tremendous public debt, and the evils ot high government 
spending. There is no doubt about TUtts 1s sincerity. Be is 
ti~ly convinced that he ia not taking aides because he is 
•presenting tacta.• Yet, tram his statements it seems that 
he espouses the conservative viewpoint in his talka. 
The Executive Vice-President doea not hold with the 
view that adults should be aacriticed tor the young people. 
•we don•t have that much time.• America has much to otter, 
according to him, and the tact that Americans downgrade 
themselves haa helped the communiata to peck away at their 
prestige throughout the world. 
Be realizes the necessity ot working closely with ABA 
as well as with independent corporations. He teels that the 
inflation pamphlets put out by ABA were good, but they were 
written by economists tor other economists. This is one ot 
his main criticisms ot much ot the economic material being 
put out today. It is written by bankers and economists who 
presume too much knowledge on the part ot the public. Thus 
there is an abundance ot pamphlets and other writings that 
are unpalatable. 
" 
9)j,.",. . ..... 
When ABA prepares good materials, the bankers' associa-
tions should promote them. Eve17 medium should be used. The 
state bankers' associations cannot do the job alone, It must 
be a joint effort. 
Tufts and his starr have done much alone and with other 
groups. Be helped Boston University's Economic Education 
Center prepare pilot studies for use in the Quincy and Sharon 
school systams. Be has lectured at summer workshops of the 
lew England Boonomio Education Center. He has prepared a 
flannel board presentation, "What Price Politics" Wlaioh is 
available to speakers, and which he has presented nearly $00 
times himself • 
Tufts is disappointed in the state bankers' associations 
as a group, He saya there are only six state groups that are 
"crusaders.• It ia the job ot ABA to arouse them out or their 
apathy. He thinks thia is entirely possible. The banks must 
tollow the lead or the state bankers' associations. He says, 
"The State Bankers' Association• should be the Judge Landis 
or banking.•85 
IV. INDIVIDUAL BANKS 
It ia fmpoasible to know what is being done in all the 
banka acroas the nation in the field or economic education, 
but it ia poasible to give a general idea ot what the nationta 
H 
banks are doing, and then to see what apeeific measures are 
being carried out by a few. 
Prideaux sent questionnaires to 120 students who 
attended the 1959 Stonier Graduate School of Banking and re-
ceived 92 replies from banks of all aizes in ~ states and 
the District of Columbia. 
Only 48 of the 92 respondents (a little more than halt) 
thought banks ahould provide economic education leadership in 
a program to improve the public 1 a understanding, One mul. ti• 
billion dollar bank spokesman sent a completely negative reply . 
in which he said that with all that was being done in the 
field, oven the efforts of a large bank would amount to very 
little. Some amall banks, on the other hand, indicated that 
they were actively engaged in economic education projects 
which they considered vitally 1mportant.86 
This points up what might be a weakness in Prideaux's 
questionnaire. Officers of a small bank are apt to be 
familiar with all projects being carried out, whereas officers 
of a large bank are not always qualified to apeak about what 
ia going on in another department of their own bank. There 
is no assurance in Prideaux's thesis that the spokesmen for 
the large banks belonged to the public relations department 
of their bank, or that they were familiar with all the projects 
of their banki 
The statistics are interesting, however. Eleven banks 
conducted prograMs in economics tor their own starr with the 
thought that this would be turther disseminated by the em-
ployees at the "grasa-roots level," Nineteen maintained 
liaison with schools, 52 developed per1onal contact with 
legislators in order to give advice on economic matters, 18 
cooperated with Chamber of Commerce educational programs, 
4 with the JCEE, and 7 with other local organizations. 
Thirty respondents said they worked with their state banker•' 
association,87 This shows a breakdown in the reliability ot 
the answers to the questionnaire•, Iince only 6 state bankers• 
a1sociations were active in economic education at that time. 
One large bank reported that it was conducting a cour1e 
for officers in the 2~ to 3~ year age group. '!'hill bank telt 
that it older officers were dynamic leaders, they were probablf 
already over-burden-4 with civic activitie8,88 
The Rational Bank of Detroit reported a unique program. 
It appointed ,a for~er Rear Admiral who was president ot the 
American Numismatic Association to ~ead up the bank's coin 
museum. Because or his position, he was able to give many 
talks on coins and at the same time work in points on the 
evils or misusing money. aq 
Other banks reported putting out newsletters, making 
speeches, meeting with legislators, preparing statement 
" . stutters 1 and advert! ling .in new1p~pera. Some of these 
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written materials reportedly are easy tog rasp. There are no 
statistics available, however, as to Whether anybody was paying 
attention to the materials or the information contained in the~ 
Business, labor, private organizations and associations, 
and banks are disseminating great quantities of information to 
the public. But why should the publio read it, watch it, or 
pay any attention to it whatsoever? What good does it do a 
bank to send a newsletter to the depositor who is a housewife, 
a mailman, or a junior executive? Why should they take their 
valuable t~e to read about consumer price indexes, corporate 
profits, government transfer pa~ents or capital formation? 
Even it the newsletter tells them somewhere in its message 
that these economic phenomena will affect them, how can they 
relate it to their everyday lives? Can they see an immediate 
and direct effect on their daily living? It not, the news-
letter i1 wasted on most to whom it is 1ent. The same is true 
tor many ot the statement stutter•, tull•page ad1 1 and speeches 
made by prominent men. 
As soon as an economic meaaage criticizes an existing 
progr81111 another group which it is fighting, or a political 
philosophy, it is more than likely doomed. Many Americans are 
aware that there is a constant struggle going on between 
liberals and conservatives. While holding certain basic 
,. 
,. 
,. beliefs that might categorize them as members or sympathizers 
!; 
,, ot one group or the other, they do not neceasaril;r want to ,, 
became involved in the intricacies. Why? Because they do not 
understand the fundamentals or economics, nor the language 
employed in the battle. A union man may believe in more 
social progr«ms on the part ot government, and a businessman 
may tear inflation, but more than likely neither or them could 
defend his position logically in economic terms. 
The programs being conducted in the schools are a major 
exception to most ot the unappetizing material being turned 
out by various organizations. No one group or organization 
is pusLing its own interests and criticizing another's. Con-
troversial measures are not stressed. At least students are 
not forced to discuss them without basic knowledge. The idea 
of JCEE must be brought to the general public. 
The leaders in such organizations as ABA, AFI.-CIO, NAM, 
and other respected co~unity leaders as well as Prideaux 
and others who have investigated th1a field, must realize that 
their efforts may be falling on "deaf ears." They can help 
their special lnterests as well as the public interest by 
giving people enough information to get on their feet on the 
- . 
rough economic ground. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE INTERVIEWS 
Many groups from the fields of education, industry, 
labor, and banking, as well as special interest organizations, 
are interested and active in carrying on economic education. 
From the foregoing chapters, it is obvious that much of the 
economics being presented to the public is a hodge-podge of 
theories and methods o! presentation; that it is sporadic in 
dissemination (&om• students receive economics training in 
civics or economics classes, some do not; some banks are 
active, others are not); and that aany •f the pro~s are 
primarily for the benefit of the organizations conducting 
them rather Uban for the good of the public and the nation. 
It the education of the public in economic matters had 
to be lett to one group, the aost popular choice might be 
economics profe&Bors. This seeaa wnrealistic. Universities 
and colleges have neither the facilities nor the money to 
mount a pUblic relations program for economic education. 
They should however, be included in any program in an impar-
tial adviaory capacity to assist in presenting the sometimes 
. difficult subject of economics to the people. 
One of the largest groups in our society with the 
. facilities, the personnel, the funds, and the purpose for 
:; 
increaaing the public' a lmo~1ledge or economic and financial 
• matters is the bankers •. 
Before going to the bankers to get their opinions on 
how best to present economics to the public, it seemed only 
logical to talk to members of the public about what they want 
to know,. who should teach them, and the best medium for 
presentation. An elaborate questionnaire and random sample 
could have been used to get some opinions from the public. 
It was felt, however, that with such a difficult and sometimes 
unpopular subject as economics, a few personal interviews with· 
people from different economic strata would draw better ideas 
and more complete attitude&. Armed with this information--
and with the experience of having talked about this subject 
with various people--more intelligent interviews could be · 
conducted with the bankers •. 
The Departaent of Labor's statistics provided the 
major breakdown of job classifications, from professional to 
unskilled.90 The difference in jobs naturally brought about 
varied educational levels. Each person was asked about his 
(or her) financial experiences to get an idea of what they 
were basing their decisions upon~ They all were asked to 
: indicate which ot the listed subjects they were interested in 
learning more about, and then to rank them in order. They 
: were then asked to indicate which of the media listed would 
;: 
" 
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be the best means of presenting the material to them, and th~ 
to rank them also. 
I • THE PEOPLE SPEAK 
Sub~ect A comes under the "professional categor,r." 
She is al:lout forty-five, a teacher and guidance instructor. 
She has never had a course in economics, but has a Master's 
d3gree, l'l.lld has taken courses beyond this level. She is part 
owner o.f' her home. 
1. \IBAT HAVE BEEN YOUR DEALINGS WITH YOUR BANK OVER 
:CHE LAST TWO YEARS? 
I have a checking account and a savings account. 
ANY LOANS? 
Yes, but !rom a town emplo7ees credit union. 
WHAT WAS THE COST? 
6 per cent. 
2 • HAVE YOU EVER BORROWED FROM A FINANCE COMPANY? 
Yes, I had a car loan with a finance company. 
WHAT DID IT COST YOU FOR THIS MONEY? 
About 6 per cent. 
HOW WOULD THIS COMPARE WITH THE COST OF BORROWING 
FROM A BANK? 
It would be about the same or a little more. 
FROM A CREDIT UNION? 
About the same. 
WHAT ARE THE CURRENT INTEREST RATES FOR BORROin:NG 
J'lWH IOUli .BA.mt.? 
I' 
Between 5~ and 6 per cent. 
WHY DID YOU GO TO A FINANCE COMPANY RATHER '!'HAN A 
BANK? 
I was more or leas forced to because the finance 
comp~ was tied up with my insurance co~pany. 
'JRY DID YOU GO T.!) A CRJIDIT UNION '1ATH"":'1 TllMT A 
BANK? 
The convenience. The pa;yments are taken .from my 
paycheck, and I do not huve to pay <'luring the 
summer when the school does not pay me. 
3. DO YOU PREFER TO DO BUSINESS YITH A BANK, FINANCE 
COJ'ITA:TI OR CREDIT UNION? 
I prefer a bank over a finance company, but most o~ 
all the credit union. 
WI? 
The bank seems more reliable • but the credit union . 
is convenient tor me. 
4~ DO YOU HAVE ANY CHARGE ACCOUNTS? 
Yes~ 
YHAT DO THEY COST YOU? 
I do not know, because I never use them. 
5. (for businessmen only) 
6. IS THE INTEREST CHARGJID BY YOUR BANKt FINANCE 
COMPANY AND CREDIT UNION FAIR? 
Yes, I think all three are fair. They charge what 
they have to. 
7 • HO'I ARE THESE RATES DECIDED? 
They have to consider their expenses, the risk 
involved, how their investments are doing, and 
then leave room .for a reasonable profit. 
;: 
8. DO YOU THINK YOU::Z B:,NK(OR BANKER) SHOULD ADVISE 
YOU ABOUT FINANCIAL MATTERS? 
Yes, if I ask him, or if they want to send me 
something through the mail, But, I do not wan'~; 
them to be obnoxious about it by telling me what 
to do if I have not asked them, 
'>'B::\T PJIOULD HE m~:GP YOU .IITH? 
He should help me invest. 
DO YOU M1J:AN HS SHOULD ~l'?.I,::.. YOU :\,.!!CIT 8TO:"::K8 TO 
BUY? 
No. He should tell me whether I should buy stocks,, 
or buy paid up sh&res in a cooperative bank, I 
want his advioe about rate of return and risk, not 
specific investments. 
IS THIS PART OF THE BA.NK'S RESPONSIBILITY? 
No, it is a service. 
SHOULD YOrrR CREDIT UNION OR FINANCE COMPANY GIVE 
THIS ADVICE? 
No, they are not equipped with the information or 
personnel to do so, 
9. COULD YOU HANDLE YOUB FINANCES BETTER WITH A 
GREATER KNOWLEDGE OF BANKING PROCEDURES, BUSINESS 
CO}TDITIONS AND BASIC ECONOMICS? 
Yes. 
ARE THESE SUBJF...OTS TOO DIFFICUI.T? 
No, but they should be presented in small doses. 
HOW ABOUT THF. VOCABULARY USED? 
It is too difficult. But if they used a few terms 
at a time, they could be absorbed if simply 
explained. 
" 
,, 
10. A LI3T OF SUBJ.EC'.r.S OU ECONOMICS .FOLLOWS. WOULD 
YOU PLEASE CHECK THE ONES YOU 'WOULD LIKE TO BE 
KEPT INFORMED ABOUT t AND THEN NUMBER THEM IN ORDER 
OF PREFERENCE. PLEABE nfCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS UNDER 
"OTHER SUBJECTS," 
(1) 
~2) ~il 
Hints Qlld suggestions !or th~ sm~ll i~vestor 
(other). 
Basic aco~omios. 
Definitions of business and economics terms. 
~!hat happens to my bank deposits. 
Business conditions. 
Causes cf inflation. 
11. ·,;Hi~illi IY; YC·iJ Gi1T YOUR INJi'Ol!?1A"l'IC~'i i,B'JUT II.)AN3, 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS, INTEREST RATES, A!m CHEDIT 
!.VAILABILITY? 
Tram ::~ b8.llker who is relateci., an investment broker. 
friend, and !rom the man at the credit union. 
12. WHICH OF THE FOLLO'w'ING wOULD BE 'l'lf.E !'lOST 
ACCEPTABLE WAY OF RAVING THL: ECONOMIC SUBJECTS YOU 
LISTED BROUGHT TO YOUR ATTENTION? PLEASE NUMBER 
THEM IN ORDEll OF PRLll'ERENCE, AND INCLUDE ..!.NY 
ADDITIONS UNDER "OTHER". 
(1) Statement stuffers with one problem discussed 
dmply which would be kept in a notebook for 
reference and to expla~ to your family. 
Bank newaletter si,mply worded. 
ItelllS as :part of a .. regular news broadcast. 
Newspaper articles/ 
Radio and TV spot ada. 
Radio question-and-answer program. 
13 • DOES YOUR BA..lfK DO ANYTHil1G NOw TRAT YOU 'iOULD 
CONSIDER EDUCATIONAL IN ANY OF THE ABOVE DISCUSSED 
AREAS? 
They have an information clerk in the lobby to 
answer questions, and they have exhi~its explaininES: 
interest rates. 
Sub;ject B is a "semi-professional." He is in his late 
fifties, and is self-employed as a funeral director. He is a 
high school graduate, and has never taken a course in 
economics. He has had special courses and training in his 
field. He owns his home. 
I 
l. WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR DEALINGS wiTH YOUR BANK OVER 
THE LAST (!!WO YEARS? 
They have been normal--checking and savings 
accounts, and mortpge. 
ANY LOANS? 
Yes, a car loan. 
WHAT WAS THE COST? 
About 12 per cent. 
2 • HAVE YOU EVER BORROWED FROM A FINANCE COMPANY? 
No. 
WHAT ARE THE CURRENT INTEREST RATES FOR BORROWING 
FROM YOUR BANK? 
'. DO YOU PREFER TO DO BUSINESS WITH A BANK OR 
FINANCE COMPANY? 
Banks have lower interest rates and they are not so 
tough to deal with. 
DO YOU HAVE ANY CHARGE ACCOUNTS? 
Yes. 
WHAT DO THEY COST YOU? 
Nothing. 
5. WHAT IS THE PRIKE RATE NOW? 
I do not know, but it is probably about 3 per cent, 
6. IS THE INTEREST RATE CHARGED BY YOUR B,\NK FAIR? 
Yes. 
7• HOW ARE THESE RATES DECIDED? 
By the Board of Directors and the investment 
committee based on the supply of aoney. 
8. DO YOU THINK YOUR BANK OR BANKER SHOULD ADVISE YOU 
ABOUT FINANCIAL AND EOONOMIC MATTERS? 
Yes. 
WHAT SHOULD HE HELP YOU WITH? 
The easiest way to get money and to pay it back. 
IS THIS A PART OF THE BANK'S RESPONSIBILITY? 
Yes, to educate about the best way to repay loans, 
and to out down on the amount of money loaned if 1t 
is going to overload the customer. 
9. COULD YOU HANDLE YOUR FINANCES BE'rTER 'wiTH A 
GREATER KNOWLEDGE OF BANKING PROCEDURES, BUSINESS 
CONDITIONS, AND BASIC ECONOMICS? . 
Yes. 
ARE THESE SUBJECTS TOO DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND? 
Yes. The simple language is used to get people into 
the bank. The newspapers have simplified these 
subjects a great deal, 
HOW ABOUT THE VOCABULARY USED? 
l!'cw;,.JiAe average person it is too ateep~--~t in the 
special magazines on finance it is all right to usEi• 
these terms because the readers are a special grouP, 
It is impossible to simplify these terms. 
10. A LIST OF SUBJECTS ON ECONOMICS FOLLOWS, WOULD YOtt' 
PLEASE CHECK THE ONES YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE KEPT 
i: 
INFORMED ABOUT, AND THEN NUMBER THU! IN ORDER OF 
PREFERENCE, PLEASE INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS UNDER 
"OTHER SUBJECTS." 
~21~ Business conditions. Basic economics. Causes of inflation. (4
5 
Results of b~ng too much on time. ( Inexpensive wa7s to borrow money. 
(6? W-hat happens to ~ bank deposits. ( Definitions or business and economics terms. 
11. WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR INFORMATION ABOUT LOANSt 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS, IN!EREST RATEG 1 AND CREDIT 
AVAILABILITY? 
By making personal visits to the bank. 
12. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD BE THE MOST ACCEPTABLE 
WAY OF HAVING THE ECONOMIC SUBJECTS YOU LISTED 
BROUGHT TO YOUR .ATTENTION? PLEll.SE NUMBER THU! IN 
ORDER OF PREFERENCE, AND INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS 
UNDER "OTHER." 
!:1: ~ newsletter simply worded. Newspaper articles. Speakers at Rotar,r Club, etc. '·Items as part of a regular news broadcast. Radio question and answer program. ·· , .. (
7
6 Radio and TV spot ads. ( Statement stutters with one problem discussed 
simply Which would be kept in a notebook for 
reference and to explain to your family. 
l~. DOES YOUR BANK DO }. NYTHI!JG N'JW THAT YOU WOULD 
CONSIDER EDUCATIONAL IN ANY OF THE ABOVE DISCUSSED 
AREAS? 
Nothing unless I go piok up pamphlets at the bank. 
" 
Sub~ect C comes under the category of "business manage-
ment." He is in his early thirties and is treasurer of a 
S1118.ll business. He is a graduate of Harvard Business School, 
~ and has had courses in economics and related fields. He owns 
his home. 
1.. WAT HAVE BEEN YOUR DEALINGS WITH YOUR BANK OVER 
THE .... LAST T\10 YEARS? 
Just about everything a bank has to offer either 
personally or for the company~ 
ANY LOANS? 
Yes. 
lr.'HAT TTPE OF LOANS? 
Short term loans for the most part. 
WHAT VAS THE COST? 
It varied between 5~ and 6 per cent, 
2. HAVE YOU EVER BORROWED FROM A FINANCE COMPANY? 
Yes. 
WHAT DID IT COST YOU FOR THIS MONEY? 
In excess of 12 per cent, 
H0\.1 WOULD THIS COMPARE WITH THE COST OF BORROWING 
FROM A BANK? 
It depends on the collateral, but for a car loan 1~ 
would be the same. 
WHAT ARE THE CURRENT INTEREST RATES FOR BORROWING 
!'ROM YOUR BANK? 
I do not know. I have not taken a loan lately and. 
they change. 
1: 
\.1HY DID YOU GO TO A FINANCE COMPANY RATHER THAN A 
BANK? 
!rhe company from whioh I bought my product was tie<\ 
up with a finance company. 
3. DO YOU PREFI!~R TO DO BUSINESS WITH A BANK OR 
FINANCE COMPANY? 
It is immaterial to me if the interest rate is the 
same. 
YOU DO NOT FEEL THAT THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN THE 
HANDLING OF AN ACCOUNT. 
Not as far as I can tell from my experience. 
4. DO YOU HAVE ANY CHARGE ACCOUNTS? 
Yes. 
WHAT DO THEY COS'.!! YOU? 
Never anything or I would not have them. 
5. WHAT IS THE PRIME RATE NO\/? 
I would say about 4 5/8 per cent. 
6. IS THE INTEREST RATE CHARGED BY YOUR BANK FAIR? 
Yes. 
IS THE INTEREST RATE CHARGED BY YOUR FINANCE 
CO!'!J?'At'tt FAIR? 
Yes. 
? • HOW ARE THESE RATF.S DECIDED? 
Through competition with other lending institutions 
and by the risk involved. 
8. DO YOU THINK YOUR BANK (OR BANKER) SHOULD ADVISE 
YOU ABOUT FINANCIAL MATTERS? 
I do not know. I have no opinion about advice on 
personal financial matters. For the corporation 
they should do more. 
w'H.AT SHOULD HE HELP WITH? 
He should give financial information and advice to 
help us grow. They should swing business our way. 
IS THIS THE BANK'S RESPONSIBILITY? 
It is not a responsibility. It is a service. I 
guess on a personal level the bank should be 
prepared to give advice if asked. 
9. COULD YOU HANDLE YOUR FINANCES BE'fTER WITH A 
GRF~TER KNOWLEDGE OF BANKING PROCEDURES, BUSINESS 
CONDITIONS- AND BASIC ECONOMICS? 
No, I think I aa prepared to handle J'J1'3" affairs now~ 
ARE THESE SUBJECTS TOO DIFFICULT FOR MOST PEOPLE 
TO UNDERSTAND? 
Some are. Better than 50 per cent of discussions 
on these subjects are meaningless to most people. 
HO.,J ABOUT THE '.lORDS AND TERMS USED? 
1~ey could be improved. 
10. A LIST OF &JBJE~TS ON ECONOMICS FOLLOWS. WOULD YOU 
PLEASE CHECK THE ONES YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE KEPT 
INFORMED ABOUT, AND THEN NUMBER THEM IN ORDER OF 
PREFERENCE. PLEASE INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS UNDER 
"OTHER SUBJECTS." 
! 1~ Business conditions. 2 Inexpensive ways to borrow money. 3 Basic economics. 4 What happens to my bank deposita. 5 Causes of inflation. 
11. WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR INPORMATION ABOUT LOANS, 
BUSINES.S CONDITIONS, INTEREST RATES, AND CREDIT 
AVAIOOILITY? -
From Byin!!& ~ and the \r/all Street Journal. 
12 • WHICH vF 'l'HE FOLLOWING . .JOULD .BE Til:cl MOST ACCEPTABLE 
'WAY OF HAVING THE .!!.OONOHIC SUBJECTS YOU LISTED . 
BROUGHT TO YGUR ATTENTION? .PLEASE NUMB;.;R THEM IN . 
ORDER OF PHEFERENOE, AND INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS 
UliDI>R II OTHER. II 
(l) Specific well-illustrated case histories (other) (2) Newspaper articles. 
13 • DOES YOUR BAl'IK DO ANYTHING NOW THAT YOU wOULD 
CONSIDER EDUCATIONAL IN ANY OF THE ABOVE DISCUSSED 
AREAS? 
They put out a newsletter. 
IS IT EASY TO UNDERSTAND? 
I do not read it. It they would relate to 
specifics by givins case histories it would be 
good. 
Subject D comes in the "domestic service" category. 
She is a housewife in her late thirties, and she works 
part-time doing office work. A high school graduate, she has 
never had a course in economics. She owns her own home. 
l. WHJ;.T HAVE BEEN YOUR DEALINGS WITH YOUR BANK OVER 
THE LAST TWO YEARS? 
Checking account, home mortgage, and savings 
account •. 
ANY LOANS? 
Yes, a home modernization loan, and a car loan. 
WHAT wAS THE COST? 
The home modernization loan is probably about the 
same as the mortgage--about 5 per cent. The car 
loan was about 7 per cent. 
2. HAVE YOU EViill BORROWED FROM A FINANCE COMPANY? 
No. ,, 
i 
I. 
" 
BOW WOULD THE COST OF BORROWING FROM A FINANCE 
COMPANY COMBARE WITH BORROWING FROM A BANK? 
I think the finance company interest rates are 
higher. 
WHAT ARE THE CURRENT INTEREST RATES FOR BORROWING 
FROM YOUR BANK? 
About 6 per cent. 
3 • DO YOU PREFER '.00 DO BUSINESS WI1'H A BANK OR FINAHCl!l 
COMPANY? 
A bank. 
WY? 
The interest rate is lower, I think. 
4. DO YOU HAVE ANY CHARGE ACCOUNTS? 
Yes. 
WHAT DO THEY COST YOU? 
Nothing. But, there is a charge after 30 daya. 
5. (tor buainesSlllen only) 
6. IS THE INTEREST RATE CHARGED BY YOUR BANK FAIR? 
I do not know. It is what I had to pay. It has 
gone up so I suppose it is fair. 
7 • BOW ARE THESE RATES DECIDED? 
I do not know. 
8. DO YOU THINK YOUR BANK SHCULD ADVISE YOU ABOUT 
FINANCIAL MA~TERS? 
It you have confidence in him. 
\JHAT SHOULD HE HELP YOU \liTH'? 
In buying a house he should tell you if you are 
spending too much. 
" 
IS THIS PART OF THE BANK'S RESPONSIBILITY? 
Yes. 
9 • COULD YOU HANDLE YOUR FINANCES BETTER WITH A 
GRF.:ATER KNOWLEDGE OF BAN"Alli'G PHOCEDURE:3, BUSINESS 
CONDITIONS, AND BASIC ECONOMICS? 
Presently no. Well, as a matter of fact, I was 
taken on the car loan and more knowledge might 
have helped. 
HOW wERE YOU TAKEN? 
I could have gotten lower interest at a bank, and 
paid it off over a shorter period. 
ARE THESE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL SUBJECTS TOO 
DIFFICULT? 
Yes. 
HOW ABOUT THE VOCABULARY USED? 
The words must be easier to understand. 
10. · A LIST OF SUBJECTS ON ECONOMICS FOI,LOWS. WOULD 
YOU PLEASE CHECK THE ONES YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE 
KEPT INFORMED ABOUT, AND THEN NUMBER THEM IN ORDER . 
OF PREFEP.EKCE, PLEASE INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS UNDER . 
"OTHER SUBJECTS." . 
ll) Bui£ness conditions, 2l Causes ot inflation. 3 Basic economies, 4 What happens to my bank deposits. (5 Definitions of business and economics (6 Inexpensive ways to borrow money. terms. 
ll. WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR INFORMATION ABOUT LOANS, 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS, INTE:iEST R;,l'EB, U~D CREDIT 
t.. V ULABILITY? 
From talking to my banker and reading the financia~ 
news in the paper. · 
12, WHICH OF TI:!E FOLLOWING WOULD BE THE I10GT ACCEPT-
i ABLE YAY OF HAVING THE ECONOHIC SUBJECTS YOU 
LISTED BROUGHT TO YCUR ATTENTION? PLEASE NUMBER 
'rHEM IN OilDER OF PREFER:C':CE, AND It:CWDE AliY 
ADDITIONS UNDER "OTHER." 
(l~ Speakers at Rotar,r Club, etc. 
(2 Bank newsletter simply worded. 
(3 Statement stutters-.• 
(4) Radio question-and-answer program. 
13 • DOES YCUR BANK DO ANYTHING NOW THAT YOU \JCULD 
CONSIDER EDUCATIONAL IN ANY GF THE ABOVE DISCUSSED 
AREAS. 
No. 
Sub~•ct E is a •skilled worker." He is about !'i.tty, and. 
eaployed aa a leather cutter in a shoe factory. He has never · 
had a course in economics. Born in Ireland, his education is 
equivalent to a high school education in this country. (He ill 
an Aaerican citizen.) He does not ow.n his home. 
1. WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR DEALINGS WITH YOUR BANK OVER 
THE LAST T'.-!0 YEARS? 
Just a savings account. 
ANY LOANS? 
No. 
2 • HAVE YOU EVER BORROIJED FROJ'1 A FINANCE COMPANY? 
Yea. 
WHAT DID IT COST YOU FOR THIS MONEY? 
About 14 per cent. 
HOW WOULD THIS COMPARE WITH THE COST OF BORROWING 
FROM A BANK? 
A bank would be cheaper. 
WAT ARE THE CURRENT INTEREST RATES FOR BORROWING 
JI'ROM YOUR BANK? 
i' 
About 6 per cent. 
WHY DID YOU GO TO A FINANCE COMPANY RATHER THAN A 
BANK? 
I was new in the countr.y and had no credit standina. 
It was simple, wi~ no questions asked, and I 
needed no collateral. 
3 • DO YOU PREFER TO DO BUSINESS WITH A BANK OR FINANC~ 
COMPANY? 
Vith a bank because the interest rates are lower. 
4 • DO YOU HAVE ANY CHARGE ACCOUNTS? . 
Yes. 
'v/HAT DO_ TREY COST YOU? 
There is a low carr.ying charge. I do not know 
exactly what it is. 
5· (tor businessmen only) 
6. IS THE INTEREST RATE CHARGED BY YOUR BANK J'AIR? 
No. It is too high. 
HOW ABOUT YOUR J'INANOE COMPANY. 
No, too high. 
HOW ABOUT YOUR DEPARTMENT STORE? 
Yes. That is fair. 
HOW MUCH SHOULD THEY CHARGE? 
The bank-4}? per cent, and the finance company-? 
per cent. 
WHY SHOULD A FINANCE COMPANY CHARGE HIGHEH. RATES? 
Because of the greater risk, and they need a 
bigger profit. 
? • HOW ARE THESE RATES DECIDED? 
n 
I do not know. 
8. DO YOU THINK YOUR BANK (OR BANKER) SHOULD ADVISE 
YOU ABOUT FINANCIAL MATTERS? 
Absolutely. 
i.'HAT SHOULD HE HELP YOU WI'l'H? 
They are too con.tidential. They should let us 
know where the bank funds are invested. The;r 
should let the depositors play with some of it. 
IS THIS A PART OF !HE BANK'S RJilS}vNSIBILITY? 
Yes. Without us the;r would not exist. 
9. COULD YOU HANDLE YOUR FINANCES BETTER •,IJ:TH A 
GREATER KNOWLEDGE OF ru.mr!lfG PROCEDURES, BUSINESS 
CONDITIONS, AND RASIC ECONOMICS? 
Absolutely. 
AH:&; THESE SUB,JF..CTS TOO DIFFICULT? 
Yes for the ordinary man. 
HOW ABOUT THE WOimS USED? 
Yes, for the average citizen. 
10. A LIST OF SUBJECTS ON ECONOMICS FOLLOWS. WOULD YO'QI 
PLEi\SE CHECK THE ONES YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE KEP!! 
INFORMED ABOUT, AND THEN NUHBJ!:H THEM IN ORDER OJ' 
PREFERENCE. PLEASE INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS UNDER 
II OTHER SUBJECTS. " 
(1) Causes of inflation. (2) What happens to my bank deposits. 
11. WHiffiE DG YOU GET YOUR UlFORMATION ABOU'l' LOANS, 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS, INTEREST RATES, AND CREDIT 
AVAILABILITY? 
Word of mouth. 
12 • WHICH OF THE FOLI·O:..fiNG 1JOULD B:J.i T.f!i~ l'IC:ST AOOEPTABLl!l 
WAY OF HA.VING THJ'i ECONOMIC SUBJEC•rs YOU LISTED 
BROUGHT '.1.'0 YOUH ATTENTivN'l PLEASE NU.I'iBER THl!M Ili 
" 
ORDBR OF PREFEReNCE, AND INCLUDE i\JTY ADDITIONS 
UNDER "OTHER, " 
(1) Bank newsletter simply worded. 
(2) Items as part of a regular news broadcast, 
13. DOES YOUR BANK DO ANYTHING NO"I..J 'Nil.T YCU \fOULD 
CONSIDER EDUCATIONAL IN ANY OF THE ABOv-~ DISCUSSED 
AREAS? 
No, 
Subject P' is an "unskilled worker." He is about thirtt. 
and works as a parking lot attendant. He has never had a 
course in economies. and lett high school at the end of his 
sophomore ;rear, He does not own his own home. 
1, WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR DEALINGS WITH YOUR BANK OVER 
THE LAST TWO YEARS? 
Not much, I have a checking account, 
ANY LOANS? 
Yes, 
WHAT TYPE OF LOAN? 
Personal. 
\.JHAT WAS THE COST OR INTEREST CHARGE? 
I do not know. 
2. HAVE YOU EVER BORROWED FROM A FmANCE COMPANY? 
No. 
IF YOU HAD, HOW WOULD THE COST COMPARE WITH A 
BANK I.OAN? 
It would cost more than a bank loan. 
WHAT ARE THE CURRENT INTEREST RATES FOR BORROIJING 
FROM YOUR BANK? 
I do not know. 
3. DO YOU PREFER TO DO BUSINESS 'WITH A BANK OR 
~INANCE COMPANY? 
\lith a bank. 
WHY? 
It is a lot cheaper--ever,yone says. 
4. DO YOU HAVE ANY CHA.RGE ACCOUNTS? 
Yes, at a baby store. 
'WHAT DO ~y COS! YOU? 
$15 charge if 70\l:· are over 1 month late in paying 
bills, or something like that. 
5. (tor businessmen onl7) 
6. IS THE :mTERES! RATE CHARGED BY YOUR BANK AND BABY 
(• 
STORE ~Alia!l ·¥ 
The bank is okay, but the baby store is too high •. 
BOW MUCH SHOULD THEY CHARGE? 
l•t too much. They should be !air • 
•. ,, 
7. BOY ARE THESE RATES DECIDED? 
I do not know. 
8. DO YOU THINK YOUR BAliK OR BANKER SHOULD ADVISE YOU 
ABOUT FINANCIAL ~TTEHS? 
No, except tor when ;you want to go into business. 
IS THIS A RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BANKS? 
No. 
WHOSE RESPONSIBILITY IS IT THEN? 
I do not know. Each SUT's own. 
9. COULD YOU HANDLE YOUR J'IJU.NCES BETTER WITH A 
GREATER KNOWLEDGE OJ' BAlKING PROCEDURES, BUSINESS 
CONDITIONS, AND BASIC ECONOMICS? 
No. I am. doing okiQ" now. I spend what I have; 
otherwise I do not b~ anything. 
ARE THESE SUBJECTS TOO DIJ'FICUDf? 
Some are eaa7, some not. 
WHICH ARE EASY, AND WHICH DIJ!'FICUDf? 
I do not know, off hand. 
HOY ABOUT THE WORDS USED? 
Some I understand, some I do not. 
10. A LIST OF SUBJECTS ON ECONOMICS FOLLOWS. WOULD 
YOU PLEASE CHECK THE ONES YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE 
OPT INIORKED ABOUT, AND THEN NUMBER THEM IN ORDER 
OF PRErERENCE. PLEASE INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS UNDER 
"OTHER SUBJECTS." 
Not interested in a&T• 
11. WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR INJ!'ORMATION ABOUT LOANS, 
BUSINESS CONDITIONS, INTEREST RATES, AND CREDIT 
AVAILABILITY? 
J'rom talking to people. 
12. WHICH OF THE FOLLO\IING WOULD BE THE MOST ACCEPTABLE 
\lAY OF HAVING THE EOONO!D:C SUBJECTS YOU LISTED 
BROUGHT TO YOUR ATTEl'l'.I!ION? PLEASE NUMBER THEM IN 
ORDER OF PREFERENCE, AND INCLUDE ANY ADDITIONS 
UNDER "OTHER" • 
I listen to the radio a lot, but I would not listen 
to &n7 of that atut.t •. 
1~ •. DOES YOUR BANK DO ANYTHING NOW THAT YOU WOULD 
CONSIDER EDUCATIONAL IN ANY OF THE ABOVE DISCUSSED 
AREAS? 
I do not know •.. 
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II. PERSONAL INTERVIEV GENERALIZATIONS" 
Since the personal interviews with the men and women 
from the various.job classifications were not a sample, no 
purpose would be served b7 oollatin& and s~thesizing the 
replies to each question. Most of the questions were desi~ed 
to find out how much activit7 was being carried on with 
financial institutions, and how much was known b7 the indivi-
duals conceraing the cost of the services. This gave rise to 
certain attitudes about lending institutions, and what the 
individuals thought should be done for them. Certain 
generalizations are made from the interviews, but the priaa1'7 
interest is in the pg_f~IIJillCe& expll'esaed for certain economi~.a. 
·-· I 
subjects, and for the best lJ1&7 ot "~ving them presented. The 
subjects preferred b7 the working public become important in 
comparing them with bank public relations officers' replies to 
the same questions •. 
Taking into consideration the economic status of each 
individual in each statement, some generalizations from the 
personal interviews follow: 
People from middle income groups through the highest 
income levels, seem to have more dealings with financial 
institutions. With acre money available the7 are able to 
bU7 homes (and have mortgages and home improvement loans) and:: 
other commodities which muet be bought on time. 
People in the lower financial categories seem to have 
greater trepidation about dealing w1 th finance companies than ; 
' the hi~er paid people. The ones in the upper job levels 
seem to feel that they can arrange as good a deal with a 
finance company as with a bank, or that they would not 
hesitate to deal with a finance company if the interest rates 
were the same as a bank's rates. Of course, the professional:: 
thinks she paid only a low interest rate with the finance 
company, and she ai~t be mistaken about the real interest 
paid. The skilled worker did use a finance company, but not 
out of preference, and he realizes he paid high interest. 
People in the three bi~est economic groupings seem 
to know more about how interest rates are decided than those 
in the lower groupings. By understanding some of the things 
involved in determining the rates, they are more satisfied 
with what they have to pay then the ignorant ones who claimed, 
in some instances, that the rates should be lower, or gave 
specific rates to be charged by different institutions. 
While the upper economic groups seem to show less fear 
in dealins; with tinance groups, all but one person (the 
company treasurer) expressed a preference for dealing with 
banks. It seems that people often use a finance company if 
the seller of the product they are buying is tied up with a 
,, finance compall7. 
:;: 
All except the unskilled worker had a good idea of the ' 
interest rates for borrowing. The two women (teacher and 
housewife) and the unskilled worker seemed to miss the boat 
on real interest rates. The men seemed to understand this 
rather complicated process of figuring real interest. 'llithou1; 
a true sample, it is impossible to generalize that women do 
not understand the complexities of interest so well as men, 
Almost all are interested in financial advice of one 
kind or another. The busineas sehool graduate who is a 
treasurer needs no personal advice, but wants more assistance , 
on how to help his comp9.n7 expand. The unskilled worker is 
not interested in anyone helping him unless he decides to go 
into business. The others tb1nk bankers should give advice 
on buying homes, the best w97 to borrow and pay back money 
inexpensively, and surprisingly enough, how to invest. This 
idea of having the banker explain how to invest, more than 
likely refleots a feeling of security on the part of the 
investor.. The unconcerned depositor is not afraid of a 
depression or of not having funds when he or she grows old. 
The people who said bankers should supply this advice as a 
service or »esponsibility seem to give no thought to the fact 
that this might necessitate givin& business vo the bank's 
competition. Although the professional and the skilled worke~ 
,, 
' 
expressed interest in receiving investment advice, it c~t:; i 
be said that this is a widespread reeling, (It might be well . 
~ ~ 
9.3 
1
' for bankers to investigate this, area, however, and then plan 
.;:;,;;, if 
a public relations program around the amount of money which 
should be saved before going into the more risky investments.) 
The unskilled worker thinks the responsibility for 
financial information rests with the indi·vidual. The 
businessman and the professional believe it is a service; 
whereas the rest consider it the bank's responsibility. 
~o:Although all except the unskilled worker seem willing to 
accept advice from their banker, and some in the lower groups 
actively desire it, there is a general feeling of "not wantina 
to be imposed on." They seem ready to receive advice if they 
ask for it, or if the banker sees them doing something risky. 
They tear meddling. This was expressed more in the attitude 
of answering than in direct responses to questions. 
The professional receives her financial information 
from talking to bankers or other financial experts. The 
treasurer reads financial journals. The housewife asks her 
banker and reads the financial section of the newspaper. The 
skilled and unskilled worker evidently receive their informa-
tion in "bull sessions." 
The top three economic groups were able to cite 
specific things their banks are doing in the way or economic 
education. The teacher mentioned the information booth and 
lobby exhibits; the funeral director said his bank has 
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: pamphlets which he can pick up; and the treasurer mentioned 
, his bank's newsletter--which he does not read. 
The most important part of the interviews with the 
individuals was in finding out which subjeets the;y want to 
' hear about and how the;y want to receive this information. 
To rank the subjects the people want to be kept informel 
about, values from 1 to 8 were assigned. A value of a was 
given to the first choice. 7 tor the second choice, etc. It 
should be remembered that this is not a random sample, but 
it does give an idea of what some of the people think, and 
can be contrasted with the bankers' views. 
It should be noted that the interviewees were told not 
to list subjects the;y are not interested in, It the;y were 
asked to rank all subjects, the results would undoubtedly be 
different. 
-+=-
~e same point vnlues were assigned to rank the ways in 
, which the interviewees would like to have the subjects 
presented to them. 
.;: He4ia Respondept 
A a D E F Total 
·a. Bank newsletter 
~· silt;ply worded ? 8 ? 8 
b. Statement stutters 8 2 6 
. c. Radio question and 
t~Juawer program 3 4 5 
d. Wewspaper articles 5 ? ? 
I, •• Speakers at Rotar,r 
Club etc. i 8 
:. t. Radio and TV 
sJ:ot ads 4 
g. Items as part ot 
a newscast 6 5 ? 
;; 
. h. "other" Illustrated 
case historiea a 
The individuals choice8 of important subjects and the 
!' best wa;rs ot having them brousht to their attention are 
interesting when tied to their job classitication. 
For instance, "Inexpensive wqs to borrow mone;r" and 
"Results ot bu;ring too III.UCh on tiae" received onl;r 14 and 5 
points, respectively. This indicates little tear about 
30 
16 
12 
19 
14 
? 
18 
a 
,., handling personal finances in the loan and installment bu;ring 
iL ._ - ------.. 97 " 
fields. It would seem that those in the lower job classifica-
tions would be more concez·ned with these problems, and yet 
1 only one (D) in the lower categories mentions "Iner!lensive 
ways to get money," and mentions it last. The other selectio~ 
of these sub~ects come from people in the upper three job 
classifications. 
' 
For some reason, "Definitions of business and economic 
terms" and "Basic economics" are not tied together as part of 
the same sub~ect by moat of the respondents. Only one (A) 
ranks them next to each other. The title "Basic economics" 
seems to have more appeal and ranks almost evenly with the 
next four subjects. Neither it nor "What happens to my bank 
deposits" received any :first rankings, but they are very cloa&! 
to "Business Conditions" and "Causes of Inflation" which tied 
for first. It is interesting to see the "Causes of In.tlation" 
· is ranked so high, particularly b;r those in the lower economie 
groups. Apparently, all the material put out concerning 
inflation has not eXPlained the causes adequately, but has 
served to stir up interest in the subject. This might be 
considered an indictment of the material that has been passed 
off as simple, easy to understand explanations of inflation 
'' put out b;r economic public relations experts. Evidently, 
people are more advanced in their thinking than economists 
, and economic educators give them credit for. Or at least they. 
i 
•' i! 
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seem to think they are ready for the more difficult subjects, 
although previous surveys might indicate otherwise. 
No clear-cut decision was made as to the most important 
subject, but the interviewees clearly find the "Bank newl!llett_. 
simply worded" the best way to receive economic information. 
This medium amassed a total of 30 points, end "other" 
(Illustrated Oase Histories) might well be included as an 
elaboration of this mediua, because ease histories would seem 
to bs ideally suited to a newsletter. As a matter of ,fact, the 
· newsletter ranks high with all respondents who answered the 
questions. It should be pointed out, however, that only one 
~ person (0) said he is receiving a newsletter (he wanted ease 
histories), and he does not read it. 
The only verbal means of having economic subjects 
, brought to their attention which seem to interest them is the 
"Items as part of a newscast", which received 18 points. 
"Radio and TV spot ads" received only 7 points, and "Radio 
question and answer program" received only 12 points. Speakert 
at Rotary Olub etc., did a little better with 14 points, but 
the written communications, such as statement stuffers with 
16 points, and newspaper articles with 19 points evoked more 
interest, 
One conclusion which might be reached from the 
, interviewees' rank1 ngs is that they do not want to be intruded 
~ · upon with economic subjects when they are doing something else~ 
' 
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' They seem to '"ant the subjects "packaged" as econol!lics with 
nothing ~lee thrown in. For instance they seem to disapprove 
of having economics slipped into a radio or TV spot ed, They 
prefer a newsletter or newspaper article to cover a specific 
subject. (Considering the mental-block that some people seem 
to have toward the subject of economics, a psychologist l!light 
come to the conclusion that they want their economics labeled 
and packaged so that they can reject it all at once, without 
having any of it slip through 1n ungo..tarded moments,) 
While the replies received from the people and the 
generalizations !lL'3.de above were not based on scient;ifie 
"··· samplingr-l, they provided a good basis for the interviews with 
the bankers. 
III. THE BANKERS SPEAK 
The author visited Boston's leading banks to get the 
views of their public relations officers on economic educatio~ 
The purpose was to find what the communications experts think 
the public's knowledge of economic matters is, whose 
responsibility it is to teach them, what their bank is doing 
; in this field, and how best to accomplish a program of this 
type. 
Although the large commercial banks are more apt to 
!: have the funds and personnel to engage 1n educational programl!jt 
!. 
f' J; 1 t was decided not to exclude the savings banks and the trust . 
100 .. 
:; companies. Four comJ'!ereie.l banks, a S9.vin'!s institution and 
a trust company were interviewed b;y the author in meetings 
that la.sted between three-quarters of A.n hour a11.d two and one 
half hours. 
At the Provident Institution for Savings, the a.uthor 
was welcomed by Mrs. Bernice D. Parks, Vice President, who 
includ.es public relations among her administrrrtive duties. 91 
1. HOw SOPHISTICA'l'ED DO YOU THINK 'l'HB GEl-fERAL PUBLIC 
IS IN MATTE::?.S CONCERNING BASIC ECONOMICS? (CREDIT, 
INTEREST RATES, INFLATION t GOLD) 
~ey are not sophisticated on the subject o! 
economics, but they are about interest rates, This 
is true particularly in this area where there are 
many mutual savings banks, cooperative banks, and 
federal loan associations. •mere is much bank 
ho_pping;. · ' 
2, DO B~S HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO EDUCATE THE 
PUBLIC ABOUT ECONOMICS? 
Yes, And they are doing it to some extent, 
Probably as a result of competition. The National 
As5ociation of Mutual savings Banks and individual 
banks are doing much on the planned taxation of 
saTings earnings. 
IS THIS REALLY A ROOPONSIBILI'fY Fv.R PUBLIC SEHVIC'·Et 
OR !'3 l'HIS A LONG TERM PROFIT OBJF..CTIVE? 
It is not more profitable to have the public 
sophisticated. It is a service. They should know 
the advantages of thrift• and they should know why 
their savings earnings are being taxed at the so~ 
3 • CAN ECONOMIC EDUCATION BE Gii.HRIED OU'.r .BETTER BY 
INDIVIDUAL BA .. 'I'l'KS OR BY A3SCCHTII'·N8 SUCH AS ABA, 
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, 
OB STATE BANKERS' ASSG0IATIONS? 
i' 
i' 
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To reach the general public on broad issues, it is 
better to have an association do it. But to reach 
the customer! or a specific group, the individual 
bank can do t best. The bank's advertising agency 
is geared to pushing tailor-aa.de programs. 
4. MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAVE BEl!.'N ASXED TO 
INDICATE \,'RICH OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJF-CT3 THEY 1JOULD 
LIKE TO BE KEPT INFORMED ABOU·r, A~'lD TO .._>UT THEM IN 
OPDER OF PREFERENCE. 1..rOULD YOU DO THE SAME Tq!'NG 
.FROH THE BAN'.&ER' S VIE\JPOIHT, C."HECKING THE ONES YOU 
THINK 'mE PUBLIC SHOULD BE INFOR!'!B:D ABOUT, AND 
PUTTING THE!"! IN ORDER OF IMPOHTANCE, 
Basic economics. 
Definitions of business and economics 
Business conditions. 
Causes of inflation. 
\lliat happens to '61.7 bank deposits. 
Results of buying too much on time. 
Inexpensive ways to borrow money. 
terms. 
5. THE PUBLIC WAS ALSO ASKED WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING 
WOULD BE THE MOST ACCEPTABLE 'JAY TO H'\VE THE 
SUBJOOTS BROUGHT BEFORE THEM, \o/OULD YOU IN.DIC.iiTE 
WRICR: YCU THINK VOULD B'T THE MOST liFFECTIV'!: 1.{!\.YS 
TO HAVE THE ABOVE SUBJECTS COMNUNICATED TO •.eHEM, 
AND ?lJT THEM IN ORDER OF I!'!POliTANCE. 
(1) 
g~ 
~;~ 
(6) 
(7) 
Itadio question-and-answer program. 
Radio and fi spot ads. 
Newspaper articles. 
Items as part of a regular news broadcast. 
Speakers at Rotary Club etc. 
Statement stutters with one problem discussed 
simply which would be kept in a notebook tor 
reference and to explain to the family. 
Bank newsletter simply worded. 
6. CAN JOC:ONOHIC EDUC.A!l'ION BE OARRTED OUT \·II'l'HOUT 
BECOMING INVOLVED IN CONFLICTS BET'.JEE.N LIBERAL AND 
CONSERVATIVE, LABOR AND !'!1\NAGI!:MENT 'l'HEORIES? 
If I am a union member, I want to hear the union's 
viewpoint. The trouble is not in taking sides, it 
is in making it simple enough to be understood. 
The important point is to explain your position in 
easy terms. 
~=== 
lQ2 < 
1 7. SHOULD THE BANKS :FORGET THE ADULTS AND CONCENTRATE 
ON THE SCHOOL-AGE PORTION OF THE POPULATION IN A 
LONG-RANGE PROGRAm 
No. Economic eduoation should be carried on at 
both levels. 
8. WHAT DOES YOUR BANK DO NOW IN A CONSCIOUS EFli'ORT 
TO IMPROVE THE LEVEL OF ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING AS 
THE PART OF THE PUBLIC? 
We do nothing conscious. AJ11thing achieved occurs 
as a by-product o! advertising programs to get aore 
business. · 
9. DO YOU USE ANY ABA OR NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS MATERIALS? 
No. We work closely with our advertising agency on 
specific programs ~ust for our bank. 
10. WHAT HAVE YOU DONE IN RESEARCH OR SURVEYS TO CHECK 
ON CUSTOMER SOPHISTICATION IN ECONOMIC AND BANKING 
MATTERS? 
We had one survey done by our agency to determine 
whether public liked or disliked us. The response 
was too good. It was very favorable. 
ll. WHAT ECONOMIC DECISIONS BY THE CONSUMER ARE 
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BANK? 
Decisions to buy property and to get a mortgage. 
12 • WHAT ARE THE "WRONG DECISIONS" THEY MAKE? 
One important one. They do too much installment 
buying. You lal.ow, we are in competition with other 
financial institutions. One institution wrote us 
a most vitriolic letter when we pointed out the 
advantages of saving and then buying products for 
cash. 
Interview #2 was with Vice-President Robert Saltonstall 
1 of the Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company.92 He is in 
,, 
,charge of organization planning, personnel, and public 
relations. 
1. HOW' SOPHISTICATED DO YOU THINK THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
IS IN MATTERS CONCERNING BASIC ECONOMICS: (CREDIT, 
INTEREST RATES 1 IN1!'LATION AND GOLD) 
Many are at the Sylvia Porter level. They can 
understand her if they can understand anyone. The 
general public as a whole is pretty low in sophis-
tication, however. 
2. DO BANKS HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO EDUCATE THE 
PUBLIC ABOUT ECONOMICS: 
W'e have a responsibility to educate our own 
customers. W'e have no clear cut responsibility 
for the general public, but if we were the biggest 
bank 1n the city we might. 
DOES ANYBODY HAVE THIS RESPONSIBILITY, SUCH AS ABA? 
Somebody like The First National Bank of Boston, 
which is the largest. 
IS THIS REALLY A RESPONSIBILITY FOR PUBLIC SERVICE, 
OR IS THIS A LONG TERM PROFIT OBJECTIVE? 
A little of both, I guess, leaning toward the 
public service. 
IF THE PUBLIC WERE BETTER EDUCATED ON ECONOMIC 
MATTERS W'OULD IT BE MORE PROFITABLE FOR BANKS? 
A little knowledge might be dangerous. For 
instance, with a little bit of knowledge, they 
might try to invest for themselves which might 
be dangerous. 
3. CAN ECONOMIC EDUCATION BE CARRIED OUT BETTER BY 
INDIVIDUAL BANKS OR BY ASSOCIATIONS SUCH AS ABA OR 
A STATE BANKER'S ASSOCIATION? 
If it is strictly a public service, it would be 
best to have it handled by an association or 
clearing house for all banks. 
-.:..o.:··· 
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4, THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAS B:EIDT ASKED TO INDICATE WICH 
OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS THEY \lOULD LIKE TO BE 
KEPT INFORMED ABOUT AND TO PUT THEM IN ORDER OF 
PREFERENCE, PROM THE BANKER'S VIEWPOINT, WOULD YOU 
CHECK THE ONES YOU THINK THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE 
INFORMED ABOUT, AND PUT THEM IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE, 
Inexpensive W&7S to borrow money. 
What happens to ~ bank deposits. 
Causes of inflation. 
Justificatioh ot bank fees to cover cost of 
serTices (other). 
Results of buying too much on time. 
Business conditions, 
5. THE PtlllLIC WAS ALSO ASKED WHICH OF THE FOLLOw1:NG 
WOULD BE THE MOST ACOEP.l'ABLE YAY TO HAVE THE 
SUBJECTS BROUGHT- BEFORE THEM. WOULD YOU INDICATE 
WHICH YOU THINK WOULD BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS 
TO HA V".IE THE ABOVE SUBJECTS COMMUNICATED TO THEM, 
AND PUT THEM IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE. 
:
1:! Radio question-and-answer program! Items as part of a regular news broadcast. 
Radio and TV spot ads. 
Bank newsletter simply worded. 
Newspaper articles. 
6) Statement stuffers with one problem discussed 
simply which would be kept in a notebook for 
reference and to explain to the family. 
6, CAN ECONOMIC EDUCATION BE CARRIED OUT WITHOUT 
BECOMING INVOLVED IN CONFLICTS BETWEEN LIBERAL AND 
CONSERVATIVE, LABOR AND MANAGEMENT THEORIES? 
Yes. 
IS THIS PREFERABLE? 
Yes. In the United States you cannot grind your 
own axes, 'When you do this you end up in an 
unproductive cold war, 
SHOULD THE BANKS J.I'ORGE'l THE ADULTS AND CONCENTRATE 
ON THE SCHOOL-AGE PORTION OF THE POPULATION IN A 
LONG-RANGE PROGRAM? 
It should not be taught in grades lower than high 
____ __.~ol. It_ is too difficult. It is more important 
', - "-··---· • ·-,:· --~,,-:-,:=- :=.::=..;:.::;=~.:.__:~:,-,:,.-.:;;:__:::::c~=--~;:.-;:_-=:..;.-,:--_:-_;;,::·.;:.:;:";;;c;,-,.7..~.:.._=~--C.~ - ·_; 
:c . -· •J! 
.. 
to get to the teachers. The adults should not be 
forsaken. 
8. WHAT DOES YOUR BANK DO NOW IN A CONSCIOUS EFFORT TO 
IMPROVE THE LEVEL OF ECONOMIC UifDERSTANDING ON THE 
PART OF THE PUBLIC? 
We sponsor a junior achievement company. We also 
conduct tours and g1 ve speeches. Our employees 
take A.I.B. courses, and a securities analyst 
course. We have a movie available for employees. 
9. DO YOU USE ANY OF THE MATERIALS PRE~ARED BY ABA? 
We have not used them up until now. I am relativel7 
new in this job, but I would use ABA materials it 
they tied in with the need for investments. 
10. WHAT HAVE YOU DONE IN RESEARCH OR SURVEYS TO CHECK 
ON CUSTOMER SOPHISTICATION IN ECONOMIC OR BANKING 
r!ATTERS? 
Nothing that would really tit this area.. We did do 
a survey 6 months ago on trust customers to find ouii 
about the unique aspects of Boston Safe. 
11. WHAT ECONOlUC DECISIONS BY THE CONSUMER ARE 
IBPORTANT TO YOUR BANK? 
Bu;ring a house and pl•nning an estate • 
' 12. WHAT ARE THE •woNG DECISIONS" THEY MAKE? 
They are apt to work on tips, look tor short run 
gains, and fail to take cycles into consideration. 
1~. WHAT COMPLAINTS DO PEOPLE HAVE AGAINST BANKS lr/OULD 
YOU SAY? 
They often think that investment trust companies 
are too conservative. Also, they think that we 
are too slow and inflexible. 
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The remaining four interviews were conducted with the 
Vice-Presidents in charge of public relations at the four 
largest commercial banks in Boston. Interview #3 was with 
Vice-President Thomas G. ~row.n, Jr. of the State Street Bank 
and Trust Comp~ (recentl7 merged with the Rockland-Atlas 
National Bank).93 
1. HOW SOPHISTICATED DO YOU THINK THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
IS IN HATTERS CONCERNING BASIC ECONOMICS? (CREDIT, 
INTEREST RATES, INFLATION, GOLD) 
The7 are unsophisticated. As a matter of fact, I 
do not think the7 have a basic interest in the 
sub~ect. 
2. DO BANKS HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO EDUCATE THE 
PUBLIC ABOUT ECONOMICS? 
Yes, and we are not doing as much as we should. 
The trade organizations are more public spirited. 
The7 have done some good work, and some bad work. 
The7 are apt to overestimate the intelligence of 
the audience and be boring. 
IS THIS A RESPONSIBILITY FOR PUBLIC SERVICE, OR IS 
IT A LONG TERM PROFIT OBJECTIVE? 
It is more a public service. It might help the 
econoJa7 in the lone rua: but it should basicall7 
tell the public to get hep.• 
IF THE PUBLIC WERE BETTER EDUCATED ON ECONOMIC 
PIA'l'TERS WOULD IT BE ftORE PROFITABLE FOR BANKS? 
Probabl7. 
'· CAN ECONOMIC EDUCATION BE CARRIED OUT BETTER BY 
INDIVIDUAL BANKS OR BY ASSOCIATIONS SUCH AS ABA 
OR A STATE BANKERS' ASSOCIATION? 
Right now the individual banks can do better alone. f"' __ It ABA or one of the associations came up with a 
;~ ___ _,.,.~L"~·~···~·=·= soo~ _program, __ we w~uld cert~.!-~l:l.!OOP_!!_~~!c.i.JJ;:~~-"-"~-" -. 
.tt 
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4. MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL PUl3LIC HAVE BEEN ASKED TO 
INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOwiNG SUBJECTS THEY wOULD 
LID '!0 BE K.EP'l' INFORMED ABOUT t AND TO PUT 'rHEl"l IN 
ORDER OF PREFERENCE. wOULD YOU DO THE SAME THIN.G 
FROM THE BANKER'S VIE\lPOIBT 1 CHECKING THE ONES. YOU 
THINK THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE IN70RMED ABOUT 1 AND 
PUTTING THEM IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE. 
~ 1) Results o! buying too much on time. 2) Causes o! inflation. 3) Business eondi tiona • (4) What happens to ~ bank deposits. 
5o THE PUl3LIC 'liAS ALSO ASKED WHICH 011' THE FOLLOW'ING 
'llOULD BE THE MOST ACCEPTABLE wAY TO HAVE THE 
SUBJI!XlTS BROUGHT BEl!'ORE THEM. wOULD YOU INDICATE 
WBICH YOU 1'HINK wOULD BE 'rHE MOST EFFECTIVE wAYS 
TO HAVE THE ABOVE SUBJECTS COHMUNICATED TO THEM, 
AND PUT THEM IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE. 
~ 1~ Newspaper articles. 2 Bank newsletter simply worded. 3 Badio question-and-answer program. (4 Tours of bank bT groups (other). (5 Speakers at Rotary Club, etc. 
6. CAN ECONOMIC EDUCATION BE CARRIED OUT W'ITHOUT 
BECOMING INVOLVED IN CONP'LIOTS BETWEEN LIBERAL 
AND CONSERVATIVE, LABOR AND MANAGEMENT THEORIES? 
Yes, b7 just teaching the basics. Then you can 
become acre controversial• For example, we did 
3ust tbia in, a political education program for 
businessmen which I moderated. It worked 
beautifully. And it is preferable to remain 
iapartial•-the results are better. 
? • SHOULD THE BANKS l!'ORGET 'fHE ADULTS AND OONCENTRATE 
ON THE SCHOOL-AGE PORTION OF THE POPULATION IN A 
LONG-RANGE PROGRAM? 
No, but I think it is easier to get to the kids. 
The parents do not have so m'JCh desire to learn. 
Perhaps a brush-tire started with tbe kids would 
spread to the parents. 
8. WHAT DOES YOUR BANK DO NOW IN A CONSCIOUS EFFOR'l! 
TO IMPROVE THE LEVEL OF ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING ON 
•. THE PART OF THE PUBLIC'/ 
-~c· ·' •o~~=!fc--·--~·c-=.~"~'~~:····· · ·-· · ·••=o-~~ .cc .. c ... ~''"'o'''''~·-•· 
We put out Viewpoipt (a newsletter devoted to a 
timely issue such aa the gold problem) six times 
a year; we have a house organ to reach our own 
people; we have an economic radio news program 
each night, and we try to keep our news commentator 
up to date by having him to luncheons when we have 
speakers such as the Secretary of the Treasur.y, Of 
course our employees take A.I.B, courses. 
9. DO YOU USE ANY OJ!' THE MATERIALS PREPARED BY ABA? 
Not now, We have cooperated in some of their 
programs in the past~ We are putting out all our 
own material right now. 
10. WHAT RAVE YOU DONE IN RESEARCH OR SURVEYS TO CHECK 
ON CUSTOMER SOPHISTICATION IN ECONOMIC OR BANKING 
MATTERS? 
Nothing. And• I would be a little leery about 
doing it from a public relations viewpoint tor our 
bank. This should be done by ABA or an impartial 
group not connected with banking. 
11. 1.'HAT Ex::ONOMIC DECISIONS BY THE CONSUMER ARE 
IMPORTAN'r TO YOUR BANK? 
· Their decisions to do business overseas after 
looking at the value of the dollar. examining the 
market here. and deciding to go outside the country, 
This is important to us. 
12. WAT ARB THE "WONG DECISIONS" THEY MAKE? 
They are not sensible about buying on time. They 
often buy too much on time for their own good at 
various establishments. 
1}. WHAT COl'IPLAIN'l'S DO PlOClPLE RAVE AGAINST BANKS WOULD 
YOU SAY? 
They think offices are too far apart. and non-
customers think banks are stuffy. We are combattinS 
this throulh the ban]ttns by mail program and public 
relations to ahow our friendliness. 
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Interview #4 was conducted at the National Shawmut 
~with Vice-President John J. Barry.94 
1. HOW SOPHISTICATED DO YOU THINK THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
IS IN MATTERS CONCERNING :BASIC ECONOMICS? (CREDIT, 
INTEREST RATES, INFLATION, GOLD) 
The little people are pretty smart. They- know how 
to handle their pe~aonal finances. Losses on loans 
to them are infinivcwimal. Their economic theory-
is weak~ The housewife sees the effects of 
inflation, not the causes. 
2.. DO BANKS HAVE A RESPCN8IBILITY TG EDUCATE THE 
PUBLIC ABOUT ECONOMICS? 
The,- share a responsibility- with the government an4 
schools in all areas of communications. And, the,-
are doing better. 
IF THE PUBLIC WERE BETTER EDUCATED ON ECONOMIC 
MATTERS WOULD IT BE MORE PROFITABLE FOR BANKS? 
I doubt it. 
3. CAN EOONOI"!IC EDUCAflON BE CARIUED OUT BETTER BY 
INDIVIDUAL BANKS OR BY ASSOCIATIONS SUCH AS ABA 
OR A STATE BANKERS' ASSOCIATION? 
It would be more effective if done by a group--in 
this state, the Massachusetts Bankers Association. 
But, I am not sure that this is the banker's field 
as much as the educator's. 
4. HEMBERS OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAVE BEEN ASXED TO 
INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS THEY WOULD 
LIKE TO BE KEPT INFORMED ABOUT, AND TO PUT THEM IN 
ORDER OF PREFERENCE. WOULD YOU DO TH.E SAME THING 
FROM THE BANKER 1 S VIEWPOINT, OHECKING THE ONES YOU 
THINK THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE INFORMED ABOUT t AND 
PUTTING THEI"l IN ORDER OF Il"!PPRTANOE. 
(l) Definitions of business and economics terms. 
(2) Basic economics. 
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~--- 5. THE PUBLIC 'lA:j ALSO ASKED WHICH OF 'l'HE FO:L.LO','ING 
WOULD BE THE MOST ACCEPTABLE WAY TO HAVE THE 
Sl.TBJECTS BROUGHT BE.P'ORE TIIEM. \oiOULD YOU InDICATE 
WHICH YOU THINK WOULD BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS 
TO HAVE THTJ: ABOVE SUBJECTS COM1'1UNICATBD TO THE!i, 
AND PUT THEM IN ORDER OF IMPORTAIWE. 
(1~ Items as part of a regular news broadcast. 
(2 Newspaper articles. 
(3 Speakers at Rotary Club, etc. 
On the others you have listed I have several 
comments. It has been 111ade clear that banks are 
cheaper to do busineas with, and poor credit risks 
know they are poor credit risks, therefore there is 
no need to tell them about inexpensive W&7S to 
borrow money. If a person is not a moroni he know~ 
what is too much, and besides no bank wou d let a 
man get overloaded with credit, therefore there is 
no need to tell him the results of buying too much 
on time. The causes of inflation, and business 
conditions are two &Qb~ects on which the Boston 
people are thoroughly exposed through the articles 
by Sylvia Porter in the Boston Herald, and by the 
other papers also. 
As tor ways of presenting this material, bank 
newsletters will not be read. Statement stutters 
are costly and selfish since they are for the 
individual bank. Radio question-and-answer pro--
grams are difficult to use because of FCC 
regulations. Radio and TV spot ads are too 
expensive. Speakers are effective, but apt to be 
sophisticated. 
6. CAlf EOONOI'UC EDUCATION BE Cl<.RRIED OUT \.ll.!rHOUT 
BECOMIHG INVOLVED IN CONFLICTS BETWEEN LIBERAL AND 
CONS$RVATIVJ:>, LABOR AND l'IA.NAGEMENT THEORIES? 
No. Every group is suspect. It would be ideal, 
but the public just is not interested. 
SHOULD THE BANKS FORGET THE ADULTS AND CONCENTRATE 
OU THB SCHOOL-AGE PORTION OF THE POPULATION IN A 
LONG-RANGE PROGRAM? 
---~ 
1U ,, 
DOES YOUR BANK I'A3TICIPATZ IN THJ;; rm\,.r Ei:GLAHD 
ECONOMIC EDUCATION COUNCIL, OR ANY JCEE PROGRAMS? 
I do not know. I have heard of these programs, 
however. 
8. ~~T DOES YOUR BANK DO NOw IN A CONSCIOUS EFFORT 
TO IMPROVE :~E LEVEL OF ECONOMIC UNDERSTA~IDING ON 
THE p,:,RT OF THE PUBLIC? 
Our newsletter is concerned mostly with foreign 
trade, but we do have men available to speak when 
invited, and one of our men is using an ABA film 
strip on money and banking at various schools. 
9. OTHER THAN THE FIL!'i STRIF, DO YOU USE ANY ABA 
MATERIALS? 
No. They prepare advertising at a low cost, but it 
is not for the big banks. 
lO • \JHA T HAVE YOU DONE IN RESEAECH OH SURVEYS '1'0 CHECK 
ON CUCTGMER SOPHISTICATION IN ECONm:IC OR BAilli:ING 
MATTERS? 
Nothing. We use market research for our own 
interests, to find out if we are liked. 
ll. WHAT ECONOMIC DECISION.S BY THE CONSUMER ARE 
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BANK? 
What they are doing with their disposable income. 
But we would only be interested in their decisions 
if the economy was in trouble. 
12. WHAT ARE THE "WRONG DECISIONS" THEY MAKE? 
Not many make them except "the dopes." 
1~. WHAT COMPLAINTS DO PEOPLE HAVE AGAINST BANKS llOULD 
YOU SAY? 
They are much against foreclosures. 
' 
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Interview #5 was held '1-Ilth Vice-President Edward V. 
Hickey of the New England Merchants Uational Bank (recently 
merged with the New l!:nglan.d Trust Co.).95 
1. HQCc SOPHISTICATED DO YOU THINK TH.;' GENER.oi.L PUl3LIC 
IS IN MATTE?G CONCERNING BASIC ECONO!UCS? (CREDIT, 
INTERJ~ST RATES, I:Nll'MTION, GOLD) 
They are unsophisticated• There is not one in one 
thousand who understands the gold supply. It does 
not affect them directly• 
2. DC BAN'£S H.A VE A RESPONSIBILITY TO EDUCATE THE 
PUBLIC ABOUT ECONOMICS? 
" 
No. The vehicles are available for them to do it. 
But why should they know about it, they are gettinS 
along all right. Besides, their educational level 
is low in more important subjects such as current 
events. 
DOES AI'.~ONI:, SUCH AS ABA, HAVE THIS RESPONSIBILITY? 
The individual bunks cannot do it. They are. not 
professional enough, and they are too busy. It 
would have to be a professional group. 
IF THE PUl3LIC \J.ImE EETTER EDUCATED ON ECONOMIC 
t'LATTERS WOU~ IT BE MORE PROFITABLE FOR BANKS? 
It might be less profitable. They might find out 
that 5 per cent interest on a loan is apt to be 
12 per cent, 13 per cent or more. 
HO~l ABOUT SHO\ollNG THE ADVANT.AGB'S OVER. DEALING 'JITH 
A FINANCE COMPANY? 
We are a commercial bank, and therefore interested 
more in dealing with businesses. The finance 
companies borrow from us, so we get the money one 
way or the other. 
4-. MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAVE BEEN ASKED TO 
INDICATE 1miCH OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS THEY WOULD 
LIKE TO BE KEPT INFORMED ABOUT 1 AND TO PUT THEM IN 
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ORDER OF PREFERENCE. WOULD YOU DO THE SAME THING 
ROM THE BANDR'S VIE\iPOI:M, CHECKING THE ONES YOU 
THINK THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE INFORMED AOOUT, AND 
PUTTING THEM IN ORDER OF IHPORTANC:S, 
(l) Results ot bunns too muu on tillle. 
(2) Buiness oondiUona. 
5• THE P'a.BLIC WAS ALSO ASKED WIOH OF THE FOLLOWING 
WOULD Bll: THE MOST ACCEPTABLE WAY TO HAVE THE 
SUBJECTS BliOUGHT BDORE THEM. WOULD YOU INDICATE 
WIOH YOU THINK WOULD BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE !JAYS 
TO HAVE THE ABOV'El SUBJECTS COMMUNICATED TO THEM, 
AND PUT THEM IN ORDK!i 011' IMPORTA."':CE. 
(1) Radio and TV spot ads. {2) Coaies (other). 
6. CAN ECONOMIC EDUCATION BE CARRIED OUT IJITHOUT 
Bl!ICO!'IIHG DlVOLVED Ili OONFLIC'l'S BJmlEEii LIBERAL AND 
CONSERVATIVE, LABOR AND MANAGEMENT THJ:ORIES? 
It is doub1itul. Suppose 70u could give them the 
basics, When the7 get to the controversial issues, 
the7 might not Choose 1ntelligentl7 anTW•7· 
7. SHOULD THE BA.RXS FORGET !!!HE ADULTS AND CONCENTRATE 
ON THE SCHOOL-AGE PORTION O.P THE POPULATION IN A 
LOifG-RAHGE PROGHAl'I? 
~at is iapractical and does not help the present. 
It would be better to teach the compaD7 presidents. 
They do not understand economics, and the7 are not 
interested either. 
8. IJHAT DOES YOUR BANK DO NOV IN A CONSCIOUS EFFORT 
TO IMPROVE THE LEVEL O.P ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING ON 
THE PART OF THE PUBLIC? 
!Je have a newsletter Which gives a quarterly report 
on New England. 
9. DO YOU USE ANY O.P THE MATERIALS PREPARED BY ABA? 
No. 
: 10. WBAT HAVE YOU IX>NE I1f RESEARCH OR SURVEYS TO CHECK I" 1: ON CUSTOMER SOPHISTICATION IN ECONOMIC OR BANKING 
. .. . c~c c=*====•c -~~~-="' lf!IPJRA? .. ··· "'·"-· ·c=~• =~-~""=·-- ....... =· . _ ....... =·--·-· ··-· ··· · .. .. 
Nothing. Our S\U"Y87S are to check on our image. 
11. WAT ECONOMIC DECISIONS BY THE CONSUMER ARE 
IMPORTANT 'fO YOUR JWIK? 
I would not say an;r decisions are ilaportant. We 
would like to feel that the;y know how to handle 
aone;y, however. 
12. W.AT ARE DE "WRONG DECISIONS" THEY MAKE? 
Nothing that will have an;r et!eot. Th.e;y would need 
concerted action to hurt1 and this will not happen 
unless we have another '''• 1,. W.AT COMPLAINTS :00 PEOPLE HAVE AGAINST BANKS WOULD 
YOU SAY? 
Nothing. At least the;y have not said much that 
ever,ybod;y has not heard or does not know about. 
The final #6 interview was conducted with Vice-Presiden1 
Arthur M. Jones of Jhe First National Bank of Boston. 96 
1. HOY SOPHISTICATED DO YOU THINK THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
IS IN f'L,T'J!ERS OONCEBNING BASIC ECONOMICS (CREDIT, 
INTEREST RATES, INl'LAfiON9 GOLD) 
The;y are unsophisticated. 
2 • DO BANKS liA VE A RESPONSIBILITY TO EDUCATE THE 
PUBLIC ABOUT ECONOl'nCS? 
Yes, aore than an;y other business. 
IS THIS REALLY A RESPONSIBILITY FOR PUBLIC SERVICE, 
OR IS THIS A LONG-TERM PROFIT OBJECTIVE? 
It is for the general bettel"Jilent of the coamuni t;y. 
And, as the ooiiiiUD.it;y prospers so will the banks. 
CAN ECONOMIC EDUCATION BE CARRIED OUT BETTER BY 
INDIVIDUAL BANKS OR BY ASSOCIATIONS SUCH AS ABA 
OR A STATE BANKERS' ASSOCIATION? 
The associations should, but the;y will not. A 
" 
us,. 
strong bank must lead the way, and then the others 
will catch on after one has aade the plunge. 
4. MEl'!BERS OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAVE BEEN ASKED TO 
INDICATE WHICH OF THE J'OLI.OWING SUBJECTS THEY WOULD 
Lill:E TO BE KEPT INFORMED ABOUT t AND TO PUT 'l'HEM IN 
ORDER OF PREFERENCE, i/OULD YOU DO THE SAME THING 
FROM THE BANKER'S VIEWPOIN!, CHECKING THE ONES YOU 
THINK THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE INFORMF.JJ ABOUT, AND 
PUTTING THEM IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE. 
!ll Basic economics. 2 Definitions of business and economic teras. } What happens to my bank deposita. 4 Causes and results of inflation, and how to 
avo14 it •. 
5• THE PUBLIC WAS ALSO ASKED WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING 
i/OULD BE THE MOST ACCEPTABLE WAY TO HAVE THE 
SUBJECTS BROUGHT BEFORE THEM. WOULD YOU INDICATE 
WICH YOU THINK WOULD BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS 
TO HAVE THE ABOVE SUBJECTS COMMUNICATED TO THEM, 
AND PtJT THEM IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE. 
(l) Film (other). 
CAN ECONOMIC EDUCATION BE CARRIED OUT 'WITHOUT 
BECOMING INVOLVED IN OONJ'LICTS BETWEEN LIBERAL AND 
CONSERVATIVE, LABOR AND MAIUGEMENT TH»JRIES? 
You have to be controversial. You should be as 
objective as possible, but get to the facts about 
inflation etc. or course, the facts about basics 
should be given first. 
SHOULD THE BANKS FORGET THE ADULTS AND COtiCEN'.rRATE 
ON THE SCHOOL-AGE PORTION OP' THE POPULATION IN A 
LONG-RANGE PROGRAM? 
The young people are more important, but because 
ot the tille-el .. ent 1 it is necessary to get to the 
adults first, and aatbe some will rub ott on the 
young people. 
8. ilHAT DOES YOUR BABX DO NOW IN A CONSCIOUS EFFORT TO 
IMPROVE THE LEVEL OF ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING ON THE 
PART OF THE PtJBLIC? 
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We reach the emplo7ees through the company newspape~ 
and A.I.B. courses. Ye are planning a film on 
buld.ng-in•general in which there will be no plugs 
tor our bank. This will be available, but 
untortunatel7 the7 are most in demand b7 other bank 
groups. Our personnel department conducts aome 
tours of the bank. Mr. BenJamin Staoe71 Vice-President, Business Research Department puts 
out a monthl7 newsletter. He is also treasurer of 
the Hew England Economic Education Council, and a 
member of ABA's Committee on Economic Education. 
The bank not o~ pqs half the salarT of the 
Director of HEEO a Cooperating Schools Program, it 
has helped write some of the material for pilot 
studies used in some of the schools. At various 
times, printed materials have been put out to 
expla1n mone7 and banking. 
9. DO YOU USE ANY OF THE MATERIALS PREPARED BY ABA? 
No. Ye do our own work. 
10. WAT HAVE YOU DONE IN RESEARCH OH SURVEYS TO CHECK 
ON CUSTOMER SOPHISTICATION IN ECONOMIC OR BANKING 
I1ATTERS? 
Ye have a continuing surve7 of 500 customers, but 
nothing that fits this area. 
11. WAT ECONOMIC DECISIONS BY THE CONSUMER ARE 
II'IPORTANT TO YOUR BANK? 
Their decisions. right or wrong, are not important. 
Their laok of knowledge is important. 
WAT COMPLAINTS DO PEOPLE HAVE AGAINST BANKS WOULD 
YOU SAY? 
Our surve7 shows that aaJor complaints against 
banks generall7 involve human relations---oourtes7, 
poor service, etc. ~e7 also complain about loan 
and mortgage policies. Ye know which banks they 
think do a good 3ob in these areas and the ones 
people think are weak in these areas. 
'91'··· 
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IV • BANK INTERVIEW CO DINGS 
1. SOPHISTICATION OF THE PUBLIC IN ECONOMIC MATTERS, 
A. Unsophisticated. 
(Respondents 3, 5, and 6) 
B, Unsophisticated in general economics but good 
knowledge or personal economics such as interesi 
rates, results of inflation. (Respondents l and 4) 
C, Generally low in sophistication, but many 
understand simple explanations. (Respondent 2) 
2, BANKS' RESPONSIBILITY TO EDUCATE PUBLIC IN ECONOMICS 
A, Positive replies. (Respondents 1, 3, and 6) 
B. 
c. 
Negative repl7. 
· (Respondent 5) 
Share it with goTermaent and schools, (Respondent 4) 
D. Big banks do, others responsible for own 
customers. (Respondent 2) 
A PUBLIC SERVICE RESPONSIBILITY OR LONG-TERM PROFIT 
MOTIVE 
A. Public serYice only, 
· (Respondent 1, 4, and 5) 
B. Mostly public serTice, eventual improvelllent of 
· econoDQ". 
(Respondents 2, '• and 6) 
3. EDUCATION PROGRAM BY INDIVIDUAL BANKS OR 
ASSOCIATIONS 
A. By individual banks (Respondents 3 and 6) 
B, By bankers• associations 
{Re~ndents 4 and 5) 
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c. For public as public service-asaociationsa 
specific public tor special motive-individual 
bank. (Respondents l and 2) 
Qoestions 4 and 5 coded separately 
6. POSSIBILITY AND PREFERABILITY OF EDUCATING 
Il'IPAllTIALLY 
A. Possible and preferable. (Respondents 2 and 3) 
B.. Preferable but iapossible. (Respondent 4) 
c. Impossible and not preferable. (Respondents l, 51 and 6) 
7 • CONCJi.WTRATE ON CHILDREN OR ADULTS 
A.. Children. (Respondent 4) 
B. Both. (Respondents 1, 2 1 3t 51 and 6) 
8 • CONSCIOUS EFFORT BY 0\lN BANK TO IMPROVE ECONOMIC 
SOPHISTICATION 
A. Nothing conscious, some b;r•products. 
(Respondents 1, and 5) 
B. Hake efforts. (Respondents 2, 31 4, and 6) 
9. USE OF ABA OR O'l'HER BANK ASSOCIATION MATERIAL 
A. Very little. (RespondeJat 4) 
B. None. (Respondents 1, 21 3, 5, and 6) 
10. SURVEYS ON ECONOMIC SOPHISTICATION OF PUBLIC 
A. On economic sophistication. (Respondents--none) 
"' 
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B. Other surveys on bank 
etc. (Respondents 1, 2, }, 
image, public eriticisa, 
4, 51 and 6) 
11. ECONOMIC DECISIONS BY PEOPLE WHICH ARE IMPORTANT TO 
YOUR BANK 
A. None iaportant in themselves, unless econoay is 
in trouble. 
B. 
o. 
(Respondents 4 1 5, and 6) 
Decisions to go out ot the country with busines,. 
(R .. pondent 3) 
Buying a house or plannjng an estate. 
(Respondents 1 and 2) 
12 • WRONG ECONOMIC DECISIONS THEY MAKE 
A. 
o. 
None, or they are uniaportant. 
(Respondents 4 1 5, and 6) 
Poor installment buyins. (Respondents 1 and 3) 
Not seeking proper advice for investaents. 
{Respondent 2) 
13. THE PUBLIC'S COMPLAINTS AGAINST BANKS 
A. Nothing, or nothing new in the last few years. (Respondents 1 and 5) 
B. Too conservative, inflexible credit policies, 
J?OOr service. {Respondents 2, 31 and 6) 
a. Foreclosures. (Respondent 4) 
=,,, __ ·coco· --=it'~:==-=·,c.o~~,~~,=~=-"c==-~--
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4. The bank vice-presidents were asked to indicate 
: which subjects they thought the public should be kept in!ormed 
. about, and to put them in order of importance. To rank these. 
: values from 1 to 8 were assigned to the subjecte llS in the 
interviews with the people. A value of 8 was given to the 
. first choice, ? for the second choice, etc. As in the 
. interviews with the people. the bankers were told not to chooat 
sub~ects the;r did not think the public should be kept informed 
. about. 
Subjects 
: a. Inexpensive ways to 
borrow 
b. Results of bu;ring too 
1 
2 
much on time ~ 
e. Def. of Business and 
Eoonolllics terms 7 
d. Basic economics 8 
· .. e. 'What happens to my 
bank deposita 
· f. Buai.D.ess eondi tiona 
·· I• Causes of i.utlation 
. h. (other)Justification 
ot bank fees to cover 
costa of services 
4 
6 
5 
2 
8 
? 
3 
6 
5 
3 
8 
5 
6 
7 
Respondent 
8 
? 
' 
8 
? 
6 
7 
8 
6 
Total 
10 
22 
2~ 
22 
22 
23 
5 
r. - ----
'· 
Point values were assigned to rank the wa~s in 
which the bankers thought the subjects should be presented to 
the pqblic just as the~ were to rank the subjects. 
Subjects Retpondent 
1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 
•• Bank newsletter 
simply worded 2 
' 
7 14 
b. Statement stuffers 3 3 6 
e. Radio qaestion-answer 
progru a 8 6 22 
d. Newspaper articles 6 If. 8 7 25 
•• Speakers at Rotar.r Olub etc. 6 llf. 
t. Radio and TV spot 
21 ad• 7 6 8 
g. Items as part of a 
5 7 8 20 nevnast 
h. (other) l. Group tour•, 
ot bank 5 5 
2. Ooldes ? ? 
3· Filll 8 8 
··- ·-- _, _____ _ 
-·- ----~ ... 
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V. SYNTHESIS OF THE BANK INTERVIEW'S 
!hree of the respondents ''•5,and 6) said that the 
public is ver,r unsophisticated about economic matters. One 
!eels (1) that they have e good knowledge of interest rates 
which results in bank hopping, and one ( 4) thinks they do a 
good job of handling their personal finances as indicated by 
":.':~-". -
the infinitesimally small number or losses. The other (2) 
. believes that quite a few read and understand at the Sylvia 
·Porter level, although the general public is unsonhistieated. 
Once again three of the respondents (1, 3, and 6) feel 
· banks have a definite responsibility to conduct economic 
education programs for the benefit o! the public. One (5) 
thinks there are more important problems such as current 
events, another (4) is not sure whether it is the banks' 
responsibility along with the govel'Jl.lllent and the schools, or 
whether it should be left solely to the schools, and the 
other respondent (2) qualifies his answer by saying that big 
banks are responsible only for their own cus·tomers. 
Although three of the six respondents (2, 3, and 6) 
thiDk there might be some profit eventually for the bunks 
after eonductiag economic education because of a general 
. betterment or the economy, the remaining three respondents 
see economic education strictly as a public service (1, ~. 
,, 
' 
"' ,. and 5). 
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Two respondents (3 and 6) reel that economic education 
should be carried out by the individual banks. On the other 
:hand, two others (4 and 5) think the associations should do it. 
The other two (l and 2) said that public service economic 
.education tor the general public should be done by the 
.associations, but if a speciric public is sought !or a 
·special aotive, then the individual bank should do its own 
.pUblic relations. 
There is little agreement concerDing the possibility 
iand desirability of avoiding controversial issues in economic 
education. One thinks it would be ideal (4), but impossible. 
~ Two think that economic education should be impartial, and 
1 that it is possible to accomplish this without tooting 
; someone'• horD (2 and 3). Dut the remaining three said it 
vas impossible. Two of them (1 and 5) cannot see what would 
be accomplished by having it impartial, and the third (6) 
·said controversial issues should be brought up, although he 
admits that some basic economics should be given first. 
Only one person (4) thinks the children should receive 
· economic education rather than the parents. All the others 
; said that both adults and children should receive economic 
' e4ucation, although one said that 1 t should not be taught in 
srades below the high school level (2)t one (3) thinks it is 
i; 
i: easier to start with the youngsters and work through them to 
il _' 
_;,.the parents,:;;iU:!.dJ.AAother (6) thinks 11; __ !• ~ore_~po~-'!!~~-O~-o =~··=~~=·~~-~~~ 
--1f 
i. e4uea~e ~he youth, but that because or the importance of the 
>SUb~ect and the short time lett, the parents should be reached 
first. 
Two respondents admit that they are doing nothing 
,conscious to improve the public's economic knowledge (land 5)t 
and that lll17thing accomplished is a by-product of a program vi• 
a different purpose. The others all have activities ranging 
. from radio programs of econoaic news (~ and 4) to active 
support of lTEEC. ( 6) • 
One interviewee (4) said that a memb~r o! his bank is 
'using an ABA film str1p1 but all the other respondents said 
they are not using any ABA materials no"1• nor have they 
recently. Respondent #~ said he would if an attractive one 
became available. 
None of the interviewees' banks have conducted any 
surY~s to determine the economic sophistication of the public 
or of their customers. They all have conducted surveys to 
, determine such things as bank iaage, what the public thinks of 
i their banks, and oritioius of banks in general. 
One respondent thinks that a person's decision to bU7 
a house and get a mortgage is an economic decision important 
· to her bank (1), another thinks bU71ng a house and planning an 
estate are important (2) and a third (3) said that when a 
I 
i, COJIIP8lcy" decides to do business overseas because of economic 
" .. _U~o~it~<?_n&_¥1 this country, it is important to his bank. 'l!he 
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' reJiaining three respondents (4. 5. and 6) said that the 
! 
people's economic decisions are of no concern, but that their 
lack of knowledge, and the ~ they handled their money are 
important. 
Unintelligent installment buying is considered to be 
one of the wrong economic decisions people make by two or the 
respondents (1 and })~ Another (2) !eels that people do not 
seek the proper advice on the use of money and on their 
investments, and the;y too frequentl;r act on tips. The other 
three respondents (4, 5, and 6) said that people do not make 
wrong decisions unless they are dopes, or that their wrong 
decisions are unimportant unless the econom;r is in trouble. 
A bitter feeling toward foreclosures is one of the 
complaints the public has against banks according to one 
person (4). Two of them (1 and 5) feel that the people have 
no complaints, or at least nothing new in recent years. 
~ee respondents said the public is apt to complain about 
banks being too conservative, having inflexible credit 
. policies, and giving poor service (2. 3, and 6). 
The bankers are unable to choose a subJect that ranks 
tar ahead of an;y other. Bather, they seem to reJect one 
sub3ect, "Inexpensive wa;rs to borrow mone;r" which received 
onl7 10 points. The reJiaining six subjects received either 
': 22 or 23 points, making it impossible to sa;r that bankers 
., 
I; 
;: tbJ.Dk econollic education should be concentrated in one area. 
: 
There is detin1tel7 widespread disparity in the thinking of 
these bankers on the subject ot economic education when the 
choice totals are so close. One banker (2) thinks that the 
. banks should Justify their tees tor services performed to the 
public. Whereas the individual interviewees fail to 
differentiate between "Definitions ot business and economic 
terms" and "Basic economics", the bankers tie them closely 
together, and when one is chosen, the other ranks right behind 
it (1, 4, and 6). 
There is no clear-cut choice ot a medium to present 
economic subjects to the people, although newspaper articles 
received the most points (25}. "Radio question-and-answer 
program" (22}, "Radio and TV spot ads" (21), and "Items as 
part or a news broadcast" (20) rank close behind the newspaper. 
More significant is that the bank newsletter and 
statement stutters are not ranked with the leaders. Three 
respondents (4, 5, and 6) whose banks put out newsletters do 
not even mention them& whereas two of the bankers (1 and 2) 
whose banks do not write a newsletter mention them as a 
possibility. 
Three representatives of the larger banks stress 
"other" ways of presenting economic subjects to the public. 
One (}} suggests bank tours, another (7) comics, and a third 
(6) mentions only film. 
Personal communication through •speakers at Rotary 
Clubs etc." is apparently rejected, but the other oral means 
of communication rank right behind the newspaper. 
No clear-cut decisions were made by the bankers con-
cerning the most important economic subjects or the best media 
· .. tor presenting them., Oonclusioas can be formed from this 
information, however, when it is tied together with the 
public's preferences in the Results of Findings. 
, : 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS OF PINDINGS 
I. FROM THE LITERA'J.'URE 
The American people have little knowledge of the econom~~ 
system under which t~.<:lY live. Yet they are asked to spread 
this system to less wealthy countries to obviate any chance of 
communism taking over. 
Economics' is not taught as a separate subject in moat 
secondary schools, and where it is taught or tncluded 1n other 
courses, the materials are often inadequate and sometimes 
faulty. The teachers have little more knowledge ot the sub-
ject than the students. By the time a student reaches college~. 
he should have a basic knowledge of econamics, but he usually 
does not. College professors are faced with getting a moat 
difficult subject across in a few easy lessons. They cannot 
do it, and their attempts have led the students in some 
schools to vote it the worst subject in their tour years. 
Some individual schools on the gran!lnar and secondary 
level have instituted excellent orograma to introduce economic• 
through the "ramp approach," i'heae are few and far between. 
The Joint Council on Economic Education ia the first 
national organization formed to present impartial economics 
in all primary and secondary acbools. It is a top-notch 
organization but needs more f'unda and assistance !'rom business 
and labor to get it working throughout the country. 
Labor is bombarding its members with economic philosophy, 
and tries to reach the public also. Unfortunately, much money 
is wasted in criticizing business and the conservative 
rh1losophy while extolling tile liberal-labor approach. 
Busines5 is invclved in the same wasteful game. The 
National Association of Manufacturers and numerous special 
interest groups are busy promoting conservative economics on 
an esoteric level and at the aame time battling labor and its 
statements with much invective. 
The American Bankers Aasociation is now working in the 
field of economic education. It has actively supported the 
JCEE programs, muob to its credit. ~1ile some of ABA's 
material is good, much of it smacks of: the conservative 
philosophy or "let's run the liberals into the g:Pnund." Some 
of' its material is abstruse, written by economists tor econo-
mists. It should improve. 
The state bankers' associations are feckless when taken· 
as a group. Only about six ot them are doing anything in 
economic education, and tLese are not coordinated with the 
porgrams of other states. The ones who are conducting economiC! 
education programs are doing a good job and receiving a good 
response from the public as well as .from nuuber banks. 
H 
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'Many of tlJ.e country' !l banks are c·::>nducting public 
service programs in the f'ilkiLd o:C economic education, Some of' 
these are not large banks. They are, for the most paz•t, 
espoudng the banker-conservative viewpoint, and they stress 
varied subjects and media for getting ~heir views across. 
~any of them are contributing to JCEE programs and assisting 
schools whenever possible, 
II, FROM ~Mli!F.RVIEWS 
The higher a person goes in his job category, the more 
bank services he is apt to use, The 1nore services he uses, 
the more he seeins to know about the .services offered by his 
bank, 
M0 st people 10 uld rather do business with a b ank than 
a flnance company • al th::mgh some end up wi tb a finance company 
because the product they are buying is sold by a company tied 
up with a finance company. 
Men seem to have abetter idea of real interest rates 
than women, and it might be advantageous for banks to consider 
aiming some of their material at the women. 
People have a pretty good idea of the interest rates 
charged by their banks or finance comp~"iea, regardless of 
their job level. 
Not all people think that banks and bankers should 
,, advise them, but in general, they think bankers should be ,, 
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available and willing to give advice if asked. 
Except for the trained businessman and the uninterested,;, 
unskilled worker, the people interviewed !'eel that they can 
handle their finances better with a 0reater knowledge of basic 
economics .• 
People with more education and higher Job classifica-
tions seem to have a_better idea ot bow interest rates are 
decided and are therefore less critical of the charges made 
by banks. 
As a group, they teal that little is being done by thei~ 
banks in economic education. 
They rank "Causes of intlation," "Business conditions," 
"What happens to my bank deposita," and "Basic economics" as 
~he most tmportant subjects. They overwhelmingly vote for a 
newsletter as the best vehicle tor presenting these subjects. 
Tbis seems to be a preference tor "packaged" written economic 
education over "painless" verbal economic education. 
They show little interest in having "Inexpensive ways 
of bor~owing" explained to them or of being warned about 
buying too much on time. 
Por the most part, the bankers feel that the public ia 
weak in the subject or economics and in economic theory in 
general. A -eouple ot them think that people handle their own 
:: money matters well and even shrewdly. One thinks that they 
'!, are unsophiatica ted in general but that many of them are 
r. 
I 
able to understand economics at the Sylvia Porter level. 
One half of the banlmrs .feel th~t economic education 
is definHely a responsibility of the bankers; one said there 
are more important subjects; one believes educators might be 
more responsible but that if bankers should be included, the,-
should stare the responsibility with the government and edu• 
cators. Half think thez'e might eventually be some profit for 
banks through an improvement in the economy if education is 
conducted, but the other half said it is strictly a public 
service for the good of the country. 
There is sharp division &lll.ong the bankers as to whether 
or not the individual banks should handle economic education 
or whether it should be done by state bankers' associations 
or AriA. Taken as a group, the bankers are sharply critical 
of tl:e work done l:>y associations, and ABA in particular. 
Several said that tbey do not usa ABA material because it is 
"poorly written," "economically unsound." "lousy," or written 
by "bankers and economists who cannot write," (These bankers 
requested that tbeir names be withheld.) At any re.te, two 
feel that individual banks should take the leadership in the 
!'ield of economic education; two believe that an a.ssoc1at1on 
should do it because it would have !llOl'e time and could employ 
,. profeseional.s. The other two indicate that associations 
\: should be used for the general public but that economic eo.uca• 
ii ii tion for a special purpose should be handled by the ba.nka. 
·~ i' 
Diverse thinking again shows up on the question ot 
presenting economic education as impartially as possible. 
This is an impo~t point. As a matter of tact, it is 
probably the greatest possible deterrent to a coordinated 
program for economic education. One believes it would be a 
good idea but that it is impos1ible. However, his attitude 
in general is that economic education is a futile project. 
'l'wo enthusiastic bankers think an i!llpartial approach is not 
only desirable and possible, but even a necessity. Two see 
no reason for remaining impartial, and one of these two 
believes the subject is not important in comparison with 
~ current events. The remaining banker is enthusiastically for 
economic education; and while he said the basics should be 
given first, he appears to be a proponent of the group of 
bankers who say "be impartial about a few of the basics, but 
letts tell our side of the story.• 
The bankers are pretty well agreed that economic educa-
tion should be carried on in the schools and with the public 
simultaneously. One said he thinks it might be best to con· 
oentrate on the school-age people. 
None of the bankers hal conducted surveys to determine 
economic sophistication, but all have information from surveys 
on such subjects as oriticiama ot banks, their own bank image, 
~~ or the public' a feeling toward banks in general ... 
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business. 
The same three "uninterested" bankera said that people 
do not make wrong economic deeiaions, or they are unimportant 
unless the whole economy is in trouble.. The others tbink that 
people do not seek financial advice when they should and 
sometimes go overboard on installment buying. They show a 
little more concern about the dangers ot credit than do the 
non-bankers interviewed. 
The bankers are unconcerned about criticisms against 
banks and banking. Apparently they have found little new in 
the public's dislike of banks over the years. 
The bankers are in agreement with the individuals in 
rejecting "Inexpensive ways to barrow" as a fitting subject 
for economic education. They are more inclined to think the 
~ :; public needs advice about "Buying too much on time." The 
.. 
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individuals are more confident about their abilities in this 
area and gave it the lowest total ot pointe. 
The individuals and bankers then gave "Basic economics," 
"What happens to my bank deposita," "Buaineas conditions," 
and "causes ot inflation" just about the same rating at the 
top ot the list. 
There were more discrepancies in the media of presenting 
the aUbjecta than in the choice or the subjects. The indivi• 
duals put "Bank newsletter" way out in front as the best way 
to have economics brought to their attention. The bankers put 
it near the bottom of the list; and three ot those bankers 
s••• it no rating at all, even though their banks put out 
newsletters. This might seem treasonous, but many newsletters 
a~e d~ll and uninspiring. A review of Monthly Business Letter 
put out by the Institute tor Business Science tor the Mew 
England Merchants Jlational Bank, !!! Eng1and Letter ot l'be 
First Bational Bank of Boston, Monthly Letter ot The Firat 
Bational City Bank ot Jew YOrk, Business Bulletin of ~ue 
Cleveland Trust Coapany, and the monthly newsletter ot The 
Hanover Bank in lew York shows a conglomeration ot uninspiring 
prose in stodgy, unappetizing formats. Of course, some are 
worse than others, and the author makes no attempt to evaluate 
the material presented. Perhaps there are many who eagerly 
i wade thl'ough the dull writing to set the meat, but just as 
i> 
" many probably throw them in the wastebasket. The !!! !ngland 
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Letter has a circulation of sore than 20,000J but the writers 
, admitted the'1 do not lm011' whoa they are writing tor, although 
,, 
they atm it at business-oriented people. 97 As a matter of 
tact, the Firat has no idea how san,. are sent to addresses ot 
the deceased. 
The bankers could do much with the newsletter if they 
would spruce up tho forsat and atop trying to duplicate each 
other's efforts. Much of the aame saterial is coming out 
under different bank nases in various cities. Perhaps it 
would be better to have a professional writer put the buainesa 
analyst's ideas into readable copy. 
Several of the bankers sention speaking engagesenta aa 
a good seana of conducting eoonosic education, although none 
put it in fil'at place. Aa one ot the others said, "SP' aking 
at a Rotary Club or llwania Club ia a waste of time. They 
understand economioa and just want to be told that the bankers 
agree with them." The individuals also rate &peaking engage• 
menta rather low. 
Newspaper articles rated first place with the bankers 
by an insignificant margin, and second with the individuals--
tar back of the newsletter. This may reflect the influence of 
1 Sylvia porter, who has managed to write on the financial page 
" 
,, 
and yet interpret difficult economic concepts into readable 
:i English for non-experts. More writers should take atter her, 
il 
I 
and it is the author's reeling that more writers are making an 
effort to be understandable at all levels. 
Although the statement stutters came out about in the 
middle with the 1ndiTiduals, they came out lowest with the 
'!J;ankers. 1bey feel it is too expensive and that people do not 
read them. Of course, the representative ot the savings bank 
,, would not give this a high rating because a savings bank does 
not send out statements. If cooperative banks, savings banks, 
and Federal Home and Loan Aaaoeiations are to be included 1n 
a widespread program ot economic educ.at.i.Dn. media which cannot 
be used by one group should not be included or at least not 
used as a principal means or communication. 
Including "Items as part of a regular newsbroadcast" 
received rather favorable response from the individuals as 
well aa the bankers. Both the National Shaw.ut Bank and the 
State Street Bank and Trust CompanJ sponsor programs ~ this 
type, and they seem to be receiving favorable comments. More 
programs of this type would be a help, but they might improve 
their programs somewhat if they gook a few seconds or their 
time to explain briefly some of the terms used in the economic 
news. 
"Radio question and answer programs" and "Radio and TV 
spot ads" do not receive much enthusiasm trom the individual& 
!i but rate near the top with the bankers. 
•' :.:~_,-;.,: .. -- -·~--- . 
~' 
,. 
___ _.J;.. 
i; 
One banker mentions "t1lm" as the only medium, and 
another mentions "comics" as the second or only two choices. 
Both should be given serious consideration in any education 
program. 
Why did the bank public relations experts choose the 
media they did? For a simple reason. Each seems to ~tress 
the medium in which he is working or the one with which he haa 
the greatest familiarity. For example, the Vice-President at 
The First National Bank of Beaton mentions only films. Be 
has plans to produce a film on money and banking. The Vice-
President at the National Shawmut puta radio newscast as his 
first choice. His bank sponsora auoh a progrma, and he is a 
former radio announcer. The Vice-President at the New England 
Merchants National Bank puts radio and TV apot ada in first 
place. He goes on the air to 4o commercials for his bank. He 
also aaid that current events is more important than economic 
education. It should also be noted that he is the Master or 
Ceremonies ot a program on televiaion in which prominent people 
discuas current events. 
Certainly no one can blame a man tor having pride in 
his work and in his accomplishments. It is natural tor any 
man to be enthusiastic about current projects. But no man 
should be so wrapped up in his own projects that he develops 
"tunnel vision.• An officer in a large corporation or bank 
cannot afford to miss the 8 big picture.• 
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lo program on economic education can hope to succeed 
if it is dependent on bankers with parochial interests. A 
project ot this type cannot be conducted for the personal 
aggrandizement of one man. It is a public service for the 
good ot individuals and the countrr. 
The bank public relations eXperts seem to be ready, 
in general, to assist in economic education, but their thoughts 
and ideas are not crystallized-as to the best way of going 
about it. This is underttandable since it is a mountainous 
undertaking. With the proper 1ntol'lll&tion and inspiration, 
however, they have the equipment to do the job. 
===--·======= 
'" 
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CHAPTER VII 
R"RC~.!l\1 FliDA TI OJ'S 
The preceding chapters have shown that there are many 
dedicated, qualified people and organizations involved in 
various phases of economic education. While some are interest~ 
ed in promoting economics tor the good ot special interest 
groups, the tact remains that personnel are available and 
should not be wasted because ot differing opinions or philoso-
phies. Everyone is needed. 
Bankers, however, should be in the forefront of any 
progra. of economic education. They have some limitations, 
however, and one of these is that they are often too close to 
the field of finance and economics to be able to decide how 
to break subjects down into non-financial t erma. Banks are 
seldom impartial. They espouse the viewpoint o~ business, or 
the conservative view. In addition, they frequently have 
little knowledge of the principles of education or the "ra~p" 
approach to teaching. 
ABA, the National Association of Mutual savings Banks, 
and the United States Savings and Loan League are the national 
representatives of the banks. These three organizations are 
in a position to provide the inspiration·and executive leader-. 
ship and coordination for any such program or economic 
education. They should not stand alone at the top 'or the 
organization ladder. A representative from labor should be 
included to present the liberal viewpoint. The Joint Council 
on Economic Education (JCEE), which has begun an outstanding 
program in the schools should represent the viewpoint of 
r education. JCBE ahould give the benefit of its experience 
in detennining what basics must be communicated at the outset, 
and should contribute helpful materials. JCEE should also 
act as mediator between the conservative and liberal view-
points. 
To refine this further, a national committee might be 
set up with a representative from ABA, as the largest bankers• 
association; one from JCEE, who is an educator and economist, 
to act as chairman; and one from labor. 
The national camnittee representatives from labor, 
JCF.E, and the ABA should be national figures so that the publiC! 
will be impressed with the group$• credentials and seriousness 
of purpose and so that the sub-ccmmi tteea on economic education' 
throughout the nation 111.11 be wH11ng to bow to their authorit1';. 
In addition, the prestige of the group must be such that it 
can call on experts from various fields to assist. 
!he main purpose of the committee should be to draw 
together all interested se~ents of those involved in economic 
education so that a coordinated program can be presented. The 
' oamnittee should agree on the subject matter to be presented. 
: When controversial material is to be presented, it should be 
h !1 
I ,, 
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agl"eed that both lid .. have an equal opportunity to present 
their theories. By appointing an unbiased educator as the 
tonmittee chairman, impartiality is assured. Any material 
used would receive the endorsement of all organizations, even 
those which are normally on the battlefield with each other. 
Tha committee should make sure that economics is presented 
step by step, wup the ramp,w and that basics are most import-
ant. 
The ABA representative has an important job. He muat 
persuade his association to become involved in a massive 
public relations oaapaign to stir up interest in economic 
education. ABA cannot effectively persuade all banks to join 
in a program of this type. The ABA needs help, and the state 
bankers' associations are the logical answer. Since informa-
tion available indicates the state bankers• associations need 
a strong stilllulus, ABA should proTide it~ With ABA ts help, 
banks in each state could be convinced of the necessity of 
revitalizing their state bankers' association with top-flight 
personnel. After all, it is to the advantage of every bank 
to have an active association to represent its views in the 
legislature or any other forum when it would not be 1n the 
best interests ot a bank to speak out on a subject. In 
addition, a viable state association has the time, personnel, 
:i 
!, and funds to carry out studies which can be used by member 
i; 
), 'ttmka~ 
In turn, it would be necessary tor the state bankers' 
1 associations to duplicate the national organization tor 
economic education on a state level. A state committee, tor 
instance, made up ot the state bankers' association executive 
director, a labor representative, and a state or regional 
member or .rem aa chairman would be formed. As on the national 
level, the .TCEE member would be an educator as wall as a 
competent economist. It would be preferable to select a 
college professor actively engaged in economic education. 
The a tate banker committee would be responsible for 
tunneling national materials to individual banks, and tor 
acting as liaison between the individual banks and the 
national committee. The state committee would perform the 
public relations function of gaining the enthusiasm and 
support of member banks within the state. The success of a 
national program is dependent upon the cooperation ot the 
irutividual banks; therefore, the state committee must do an 
outstanding Job to enlist the aid ot each one. In addition, 
the OoliiiAittee, through ita three representati.v.,a, muat be 
able to acquire tunda from busineaa, banks, labor, and special 
groups, as wall as elicit not only their support but that of 
the educators tor their work. 
Jio attempt, 
i. efforts being made 
ot course, would be made to stop individual 11 
,, 
I by banks in the field ot economic education.; 
'rhe national and state committees would encourage banks to k :: 
continue their efforts. Ideas and suggestions ot bankers 
would be welc0111ed by the state committee, and when feasible,. 
would be sent on to the national oammittee. 
It is possible that saae ot the organizations described 
in previous chapters selected their media tor presenting 
economics on a scientific basis to assure their effectiveness. 
Nowhere, however, did the author find any statements to sub• 
stantiate this. Rather, the bankers interviewed seemed to 
tavor the medium with which they were most familiar, or the 
one they were currently using most often tor advertising •. 
Bo matter which medium is used, a nation-wide public 
relations program to improve the economic sophistication of the 
people would be expensive. It would be unwise to select a 
medium or media without determining which would be moat effect~ 
ive tor the material presented and which would be moat suitable 
tor different educational and economic levels ot the public. 
To ensure a auccesstul program, public relations re· 
search methods must be employed. Taking one subject, such as 
"Specialization and interdependence," the national committee 
would use the same material in preparing formats tor different 
media, auoh as a newsletter, statement stutter, radio, tele• 
via ion, or tilma. It -.> uld then make sure that the material 
is the same tor all media by pretesting it on a small group 
i ot people. Next, a sample, made up from a number ot people 
:: 
trom each major job olaaa1tioation would be selected and then 
aeparate4 into groupa. Each group would be compoaed of an 
equal number of memberl from each job claaaitication. The 
subject would then be presented to each group through a 
different medium. A aupplementary test given to all of them 
r 
would indicate the most effective medium of preaentation to 
people in each job category, aa well aa the medium which would 
beat reach the general public. Armed with thia intormation, 
the national cammitlee would formalize the economic materials 
to be presented using the moat,ettective medium for each 
different public. 
The beat way to see how a national organization tor 
economic education would work is to ahow a specific example 
of one medium being used at the various levels. Suppose that 
the national committee found tram ita research that the news-
letter was the moat effective medium for reaching the general 
public. It might decide to aim the first part ot ita prop:ram 
at the entire public, and later parts at apecific job category 
publica uaing different media. The fact that the people 
interviewed by the author aaid that they would prefer the 
newsletter does not mean that it would be the most effective 
medium. Moat of them did not receive a newsletter, and no 
testa were carried out to determine whether or not they learne4 
better tram the newaletter than tram any other medium.. The 
bankers, who were more familiar with the stereotype of the 
i newsletter, rejected it as a medium tor presenting economic 
p :: 
[i 
; 
"' 
,, 
;, 
~-
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education. But, tr:is does not mean that a newsletter could 
not be the most effective medium. None or the bankers inter-
viewed had made a study to find out how effective newsletter• 
are as a means of communication. their rejection of the 
newsletter was based solely on opinion, not backed up with 
scientific research. Thai~ opinions were probably based on 
the newsletters they have seen, many of which contain un-
appetizing material which is given an esoteric treatment. 
Economics should become exoteric, however, and there 
is no reason why a newsletter could not be prepared in an 
attractive format, with simple economic principles presented 
in clear, interesting, :readable tom for all members of a 
family and to the satisfaction ot skeptical bankers. A news-
letter is therefore presented here as an example of how the 
national committee would use a medium to present economic 
education. No claim is made that the choice~of this medium 
was based on scientific research. 
Remembering that the economics to be presented to the 
public must be basic at the outset and work "up the ramp," 
the national committee would have to decide on the principles 
to be covered in the twelve newsletters to be sent during the 
first year. Dy sticking to b allies, there should not be much 
dispute over the theory or the material to be presented during 
the first year. The committee, of course, would have to be 
the final judge ot subjects to be presented each month; but 
' li 
on the basis ot what the bankers and p•ople had to say when 
interviewed and the subjects considered basic by the experts 
previously mentioned at Western Michigan University, the 
following eubjects are suggestedt 
January••What Is Economics? 
Pebruary••Detinitions ot Basic TerMs 
March--Specialization and Interdependence 
April--Supply and Demand 
May--The Pricing Process 
June--The Functions ot Money 
July••Oredit 
August--The Banking System 
September--Characteristics of Economic Fluctuations 
October~-oonaumer Economic Problems 
Jlovember••International Trade 
Deca.ber••Government 1n the Economy 
Normal newsletter format would not be considered. 
Simple language would be used, and terms tully explained. 
Whenever poas1ble, examples would be used as in a case history.:' 
Pictures and drawings would be supplied whenever they would 
make the subject or concept easier to understand. An Important· 
point would be underlined, italicised, or capitalized to set 
it ott. P•~agraph headlines and subtitles would be used 
1,: frequently to break up the page and make it more readable. 
' 
ii 
major concept and would try to cover it as simply and yet aa 
completely as possible in one page. 
Page two or the newsletter would be devoted to the 
younger members of the f&nily. The awne concept would be 
treated on the youngsters 1 level and on a page just for thei• !I 
use. Since many children are so addicted to comics, and since 
comics have been used to good advantage by some industries, 
there is every good roason to b elieve that they could be used 
as a page 1n a newsletter devoted to economics. The same 
characters would be t~ed every month to explain the highlights 
ot the concept betng described. One of the benefits of using 
the comic format is that a good percentage of the parents woul4 
probably look at it also. Since it would be aimed at their 
children, they would not be insulted at having it included in 
something supposedly written for an adult intelligence. Yet, 
it they did not understand the written material, they might 
understand the concept from the comics. 
After these two pages had been preapred and approved 
by the national committee, they would be sent to all state 
bankers' associations. Page three would be up to the state 
committee to prepare. The state CWL~itteos would prepare 
material on aubjects that are important to the people living 
in the area. Aa a matter of tact, same ot the states might 
get together to put out material pertinent to their group ot 
states. Midwestern states, tor instance, might jointly put 
anything else that might be ot interest. It could use the 
page as a tull-page advertisement, or it could try to supple-
ment the economic material presented with material of its own 
concerning banks, bank tenninology, interest rates and how to 
figure them, and the bank's disposition of deposits. The 
newsletter would have tbe name of the sponsoring bank on it 
and would be sent out by the bank to all its depositors each 
month. Because nearly everybody uses a bank for some reason, 
if all banks were persuaded to join the drive, nearly every 
family would be reached on a continuing basis. 
During the second year, the national committee could 
begin to get into more controversial areas such as the causes 
of inflation, the gold crisis, government encroachment on the 
economy, and automation. By this time, the program could be 
i \! evaluated; and if going along successfully, prominent eoono-
' '· : mists could be importuned to give their views on the more 
l! 
i' 
j; 
d1tricult subjects. It might be round that a subject could 
not be covered in one issue but would have to be continued 
in other issues. 
ABA and the state bankers' association would then help 
evaluate the program by taking surveys to find out what the 
public thinks of the program and how much they have learned. 
From this material, the program could be further refined, and 
perhaps supplementary material provided through other media. 
As nation•wide support for the program gains, more funds could 
be expected from labor, business, special organizations, and 
other groups. This might pay tor more expensive programs on 
radio and television under the supervision of the same com-
mittees. Much of the material prepared by the national and 
state committees might be available to schools. For instance, 
films prepared by the committees could be used in the schools 
without tear or taint by one special interest group or another. 
It becomes apparent that banks have an important func-
tion to play in educating the public in economics. By 
momentarily forgetting their opposition to liberal economic 
policies, they can further their own interests by giving the 
public a basis to understand their viewpoints. At the same 
time, the United States will become a stronger nation as its 
people become more aware of the workings of the economy and 
ita many benefits bestowed upon them. The future of the 
~ country depends to a certain extent on the success of this 
:: 
highly organized, nation-wide, impartial education of the 
American people on econoo1ics. It is up to the banks to make 
it work. 
:= 
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